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New
M.exic::'o
Monday? August 27, 1919

UNM biologist Terry Yates s11111eys the first shipment of what he calls
''probably the largest collection of bobacat skulls in .the world." Now resting

on the roof of the Biology Building~ the skulls were donated to UNM by the
New Mexico Game and Fish Department. (Photo by John Chadwick}

Skulls key to bobcat data
By Bill Robertson
The roof of DNM's biology
building is the new home for
several thousand bobcat skulls.
The heads were awarded to the
Biology Department's Museum
of Southwestern Biology hy the
New Mexico Game and Fish
Department. The stage agency
has f'or two years collected the
skulls from trappers in New
Mexico.
The: bobcat population in New
Mexico is officially uncharted.
Experts at UNM and at Game
and Fish, however, hope that a
concerted effort will result in a
population model for the cat
within a year.
'rhe state department began
the skull-collection effort in 1977,
when the demand for bobcat pelts
(and thus the asking price)
skyrocketed.

''ln-1971 the average,.pricefor a
pelt was $14; this year they're
going for$260,n said Bob Welch,
assistant chief of !;he game
management division of the
Game and Fish Department.
Top-quality deep~winter pelts,
which are especially sought-after,
have been known to goc for as
much as$600, he said.
The number of New Mexico
trappers
has
risen
in
corresponding fashion. "There
were 90 trappers in 1971; now
there are just over 800," Welch
reported.
Though this. has created
greater concern for the
popuhttion of bobcats in New
Mexico, the Game and Fish
Department has no legal
authority to manage the species.
''We'd like the authority to
rnanage the bobcat population
from the legislature," Welch

.
said. "We've tried for it in the

past, but since the bobcat is a
predatory animal, there is the
feeling that if Garne and Fish
managed the population, it would
prevent ordinary people from
.· protecting their p1·operty."
The answer for' Game and Fish
officials is the regulation of the
export of bobcat pelts. The
Endangered Species Scientific
Authority of the U.S. has set a
quota of 6,000 tagged pelts which
can be exported from New
Mexico each year.
"We· think the quota is
adequate, based on the data '.Ve
have so far," Welch said. "We do
want to keep our eye on it,
though."
The desire to "keep an eye" on
the species is fulfilled by the
skull-collection program. "We
offer to tag pelts for trappers in
New Mexico, provided they bring
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us the heads and fill out a data
card on each animal," Welch
said. The card includes the sex: of
the. bobcat, wh~re tllid wh!m it
was trapped, and the trapper's
name.
Over the past two seasons
(trapping is most popular in the
faiL and winter months), the
department has tagged approximately 9,000 pelts. The
skulls accumulated at. the
department's
Santa
Fe
warehouse, so officials of Game
and Fish began looking for a ne\v
home fer them.
Responding to the agency's
query, UNM's Terry Yates wrote
the best proposal of several New
Mexico universities for collection
and study of the skulls. Yates .is
curator of the mammal division
of the Museum of Southwestern
Biology and an assistant
professor of biology at UNM.

"It's probably the biggest
collection of its kind in the
· world," Yates said of the skulls.
"The problemwith carnivores is
that you usually get one from
here; one from there, .etc., and .
.it's hard to get inferences from
oneanimal.''
Yates said the biology
department hopes to derive much
data from the skulls, such as
information on the cats'
population, breeding habits,
movement, evolutionary stage
and genetic makeup.
For now, however, the
specimens are being quietly
removed of their tissue matterby
random dennestid beetles, which
feast on the remaini'ng muscle
and skin tissue, thereby cleaning
the skulls tor inspectiortby UNM
biologists.
Good thing too, because they
smell when it rains.
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Energy Institutes are 'nightmares'
13y 'l;erry Fletcher
and Jeff Gardner
Poor managem.ent, sloppy
accou11ting procedures and
ge,neNI1
ttdministrative
11eglige11ce ort almost every level
have turned the Energy and
Minel'als Department's Energy
Reseach and Delevopment
Ptogram it1to a: fiscal nightmare,
nccot'ding to a Legislative
li'immce Cbtntnittee stuffer in·
vestlgating the progrrun.
The prograil1 consists of three
Emrtgy Institutes located at
UNM, New Mexico State and
New Mexico 1n.stitute of Minittg

nud

•rechnology, with ·the

greatest. tJl'obletns arising at the

UNM Institute.
Curt Porter. LFC investigator,
believes the UNM problmns can
be ti'aced to the tiine whe11 the
institute was under the direction
of the Board of :Educational
Finance (BE F). 'l'he .institutes
wet:e Oi'gnnized undel' the BBF in
1974•.
Ma1~y of thll energy program's
fiscaltJroblems began in the three
years it was under the BEl~.
According to a June 1.979
Inemotandmn from EMD staff
investigator Charles Wood to
EMD dit•ectotJ.Jnrty Kehoe, some
projects funded during 1974,
1975 and 1976 are" incomplete. u
Many of the EMD project
folders are etnpty- coiitaining

project pt·oposals, no con·
b'acts, no lettets ofauthorization
and ''until recently" £ina!
technical reports were missing1
according to the memorandum.
Potter said these projects were
funded by BEF without any of
the
''current
allocation
procedures" as well as no
roquit·ment for documenting
ptoject pt•ogress.
''A professor would come to
the BEF with a propsoal to do
soll:ie research for $50,000, and if
he got it funded the Oilly thing
the BEF would do was to allocate
the hl011EW on n quart~tly bMis,H
Porter said.
"I•~ortunately
that on.ly
happet1ed with the f1rst yenr's
110

money and a little of the second
yea.t'smoney/' he said.
When the program was put
uttder the direction of the BMD
in 1976 a closet control over the
allocation and fundl.ng was put
into eHect. Since the EMD took
ovet· the program a statutory
review committee has been
formed to which all project
funding must be submitted fot
authorizatidn.
Sources within the UNM
Energy Institute charge the
University's business office's
obsolete accounting system with
causing the institute's fiscal
problen1s. In at l~ast Me instance
a cost overrutt was due to poor
management of business tl'fin·

sactions outside the Univeristy.
tl'he cost overrun concerned the
use of a computer at Kirtland Air
Force Base. A sorce close to the
project said that invoices used to
figure the cost of computer time
were thtee months behind and
ofteh 1ncompi·ehensible.
"The invokes were garbage,"
said one researcher, who asked
not to he identified . 0 We became
aware of the probletn a few
months 11fter we were into the
project nnd found that UNM was
not getting the "tight in·
fol'matiort,"
The overrun was estirri.ated at
about $19,000 which was apprmdmatley the amount left ill
{continued on page 61
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National Briefs
Wife in plane,
New York (UPI) - Pres.
Carter Sunday monitored talks
on the gri:nmding of a Soviet jet
with the wife of a Bolshoi Ballet
.star and 67 Soviet citizens
abo11.rd, as intemediaries tried to
arrange a meeting betwel)n the
woman and her defector
husband.
A lawyer {or Aleksander
Godunov, the flamboy&nt
Bolshoi dancer who defected to
the U.S. last Wednesday, said
his client was eager to speak with
his wife, Ludmila Vlasova,
herself a premier soloist with the
Moscow' Dance Group.
'J'he lawyer, Orville Schell, said
Godunov, 30, also was prepared
to meet with Soviet officials
"provided he sees his wife at the
meeting."
Schell said his client believes
his 36-year-old wife may have
been coerced to return to Moscow
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presidential campaign committee, :said hll discussed the
deb<tte idea "at some length" last
weekend with ':rim Kraft, OnE\ of
Carter's campaign. aides.
Quinn said he was "very
hopeful the President would
agr<*! to one or two joint aw
pearances" in N t:!W Hampshire
which feature a ''debate type
format",

reached New York, Vlasova outlaying comm.unities in
''waffled,'' Schell said, and celebration of passage of the 19th
Godunov ;impulsively went to the . Amendment granting women'S
U.S. Office of Immigration and suffrage 59 years ago and in
Naturalization and asked for hopes of receiving $50,000 in
Asylum.
pledges for passage ERA.
ScheU s<lid Godunov "loves her
Actress Jayne Meadows, who
very much. He wants her very portrayed suffragette Susan B .
much to stay in .this, country. He AnthonY in the "Meeting of
wants to see that she can get all Minds" series aired on the Public
facts in an atmosphere of ob- Broadcasting System, was to
jectivity and quiet."
_receive the first Women's
"The fact that Carter made
•
Equality Day award from the Los
such a strong argument three
Angelescha,pterofNOW.
years ago that debates are
needed . . makes it rather difficult for the President to argue
that there is anything improper
The National Organization for
:in his engaging in debates,"
Quinn said.
Wo~en held walkathons and
ralites .from New York to
He said he did not expect
Califnrnia Sunday in Women's
Carter to make a decision on the
MANCHESTER, N.H. Equality Day celebrations to
commemorate the ·award of California Gov. Edmund Brown ptoposa) before fall, when
voting rights for women and to has proposed debates with Pres, campaigning becomes heavier.
raise money for passage of the Carter before theN ew Hampshire
"Obviously if Sen. (Edward)
primary next year, a top Brown
Equal Rights Amendment.
Kennedy
decides he wants to run,
Women's rights advocates campaign aide said Sunday.
Tom Quinn, chairman of he should be included in the
conducted a 12-mile walkathon
from Los · Angele$ through Brown's ''exploratory" invitation too," Qqinn said.
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through nation-Brown, Carter
debatable p·air

2 scrambled eggs
2 strips of bacon
potatoes and toast
Served 7am to llam
monday to friday only
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FREE COUPONS for SPECIAL VALUES
Check them out every Monday in the Daily Lobo
See pages 2, 4, and 5 for more coupons

The Posh Bagel's ca.lender of savings

NOW walking

New~---One----Style---·Breakfast ·

A great place to eat
Breakfast lunch Dinner
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when Soviet authorities learned
he had asked for and been
granted political asylum.
'J'he willowy Vlasova, clad in a
black jump suit, was escorted
abo<tJ;d the white and blue
Aeroflot Ilyushin-62 bound for
Moscow Friday by eight burly
men believed to be Soviet
security agents.
But State Department .offcials
ordered the plane grounded, and
the Jetliner has been parked at
Gate 10 of thE> Pan American
Airways te.rminal at New York's
Kennedy Airport since $ p.m.
Friday with police cars blocking
its access to the runway.
'J'he U.S. has. d!lmanded proof
that the woman is leaving
voluntarily, prompting angry
protest from the Soviets.
Schell said Godunov and
Vlasova had discussed defecting
to the U.S. when they wexe in
Canada last month during the
Bolshoi's tour and had decided it
was "this time or never."
However, when the two

officials argue

.P<tge 3, New Mexico Daily Lobo, Allgust 27, 1979
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All day special

Monday
~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-

Buy 1 fro-yo* get the
second one for just 1 <::
"' excludes toppings

1e; Sale

With this coupon
Valid Monday 8/27/79 only
one per custom~r

--~-----~~~~~~--~~~~~-~-~~~

\

_Get a hot toasted bage~. a glass-of-

I

....

orange juke, a cup of coffee and yoiL!lrr

Try our subs
Rated the
best by the
Daily LOBO.

sday

choke of danRsh (appHe, che:rry or
cheese) for just 99 cents and! tl:ds

Special

coupon.

Valid Tuesday 8/28/79 onHy
one per customer

we make
it only

o.ne way.
!1-nllllll L!ll!l!IE lllllllllilllilllli'.IIIIBI!Iilllill'l illllilii!IM !ll!ll!l! lll!llfi mllllml llllll

lillsl!llllll llii!lilllllllll- l!l!llliilllllllllllllllllllt IBIIII!IIIiJ IJIIill 11mi !11111111111111 1111111111111 IW!illlllll!f lrlllllll!!llli! lrlillllll!l'llll!!ll 1M !ifilii!IIIZI fliiliillll'll

No coupon necessary

lunch

Wednesday

......._____________

Spec.ial

S1.99
-----------------------······--···4
With this coupon
.. _\l.aJid.Wedoesday 8/29/79 only
one per customer

Thursday
.I

Pastrami Posh, medium soft
drink (Coke, Dr. Pepper, Root
Beer, Hawaiian Punch, Ice Tea)
& potato salad for just $1.99.
Save $1.00

BBQSpecial

..

BBQonabun
just 99c with the
purchase of a large
soft drink and this coupon.
Valid Thursday 8/30/79 only
one per customer

------~~~~--------- ·~--------------------------~.-·
Turkey Posh, medium soft

Friday

Lunch

special

·Sl .99

.

drink (Coke, Dr, Pepper, Root Beer,
Hawaiian Punch, ice Tea) &
potato salad for just $1'.99.
Save $1.00

With this coupon
Valid Friday 8/31/79 only
one per customer .

~-------~~~~------~-~-~-~~-Buy one sandwich* and get

Saturday

the s~cond of equal value
for 1 ¢with this coupon
and the purchase of two
large soft drinks. (Coke, Dr. Pepper,
Root Beer, Hawaiian Punch, Ice Tea)
* Exclud~s crown, ~nffation and health spa.

5to 9pm

Valid Saturday Sept. 1 only
one per customer
-

unday

llllll!!liiiiiiii!Rill!l!ll\lt - - - -

-~~~~~- - - - - - - 11'11111 . . - --~-···llllllll!llllili illllll at

·free soft drink· with
any purchae *

* Coke; Dt·. Pepper, Roo-t

L

IB!i':er, Hawauna~n P~.und'll, ke Tea
.,,

Valid Sum-lay Sept. 2 only
0011" rr~•~r. nastonv~··.
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expires
912!79

all shorts with this ad
Shorts by Woolrich Lowe
and Landav

Hours:
M-F 9-9
Saf9··6

9611 Menaul Blvd. NE

KID.DLE NOOK
f

l,

with this coupon

Children's Discount Apparel

An Additional

Prices already 20o/o BELOW
manufacturers suggested retail price

15°/oOFF

"Exceptional Quality at Exceptional Prices"

293-9725
.' '

Markham Headquarters
Guys &Gals
By Appointment
HepublicSquare
San Pedro & Montgomery
S~!ite 12

Back To School Happening

All Haircuts $12.50
All Body Waves $20.00 .

Le Crepe Chateau
CREPES • QUICHE • CHEESECAKE

Take Out Orders

/'

Effective Now Til Sept. 30, 1979

Adobe Village

7226 Central SE

(Jvst East of Loulsana)

265-5200

'

GOLDEN
FRIED
C-HICKEN

w 1 coupon only

PIZZA· PLUS

l
'·'

'

Homemade Donuts and Pies Baked Daily
New York Pretzels-and Lasagna

or
(save 94 •)

Adobe Village
(Just East of Loulsicma)
7226 Central SeE

1830 Lomas

with Each 10" ·
or 15" Pizza
(save 94 •)

with this coupon

any purchase of bodywear and .dance shoes.

4819·21 Central N.E. Albuquerque, N.M. 87108 255·8673

Two Free
Medium Drinks

$2.000FF

Limit 1
per customer.

Adobe Village
(Just East of Louisiana)
7218 Central SE

One of the largest selections of
dancewear in the Rocky Mountain area.

any purchase
Limit one coupon per customer.

266-7470

RUMI'S

-FreeFreueh Fries

TRY SOMETHING NEW!

':t:?elicdte, Delicious Japanese Style
Teriyakl & Gyoza
Gyoza - Tempura -Chow-han (Fried Rice)

With I•nrehase Of
u;..., but.·ge•· and Drink .
. .
I•lcal!le J•rc~nt t;., ...,.,._.
ExJtircs Sep_t, 3rd

Adobe Village .

{Just East of Louisiana)

Extra Teriyaki (Kebob)
with any regular meal order
coupon goodthru Sept. 7, 1979

7226 central St

I
i'

Store
Ill Harvard SE

8117 Menaal NE

For the best in clothing and
head

15'ro off all
Dan skins

256-9953

26Bi-9C>29

~

.

.

843-9750

~e/rt!f41 PIZZA
~

Pizza by the pan ...
Pepperoni pizza by the slice•••
(across from UN
2004 Central·

with this coupon
Expires September 3, 1979

PJ~~~
4513 C.entral NE

Fresh Salads

ONE FREE SMALL SODA
with any purchase of a slice
· of pepperoni pizza
Limit one per customer

omlette
house

!

.\

,)

'

expires 8129/79

Omelette, Orange Juice
Whole Wheat Toast and Coffee

s2.00

CITY WIDE DELIVERY
SUH 5:00-1:00
moH S:00-12:00
TUE-SAT ~:010..-a:oo

I
..
. "l

Offer good between 7AM & 11 AM
Expires 9/5/79

j

,,

'·.]

2 HotDogs
for the price of one

'

VILLA

c;J.~.•
. ·. ·.. ·.·•

AIR DESIGNS

2914CENTRAL~E
(Central & Girard)

Sl•1irfr!)

Prr;d(!<U

·r,-

'

A Sebring Certified Design Centre
255-3279

A Special "Get to Kno~ Us" Offer
20% OFF
ALL STYLES WITH COUPON
350J'o Off aU Perms
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Book c -op is alternative
By Phil D. Hernandez

gyery
semester,
UNM
students· hold a ritual of
moaning, groaning, kicking and
screa ruing over the cost of their
books, which usually ranges from
$60 to $100 for all their classes.
ASUNM Sen. Mike Austin
and the New Mexico Public
Int!)rest Rese(lrch Group want to
stop the ritual, and their
alternative to high textbook
prices is the PIRG Book Co-op.

Austin originally proposed the
co-op as a class project for a
gener!ll studies course moderated
by Associate Dean of Students
Kare11 Abraham.
The co-op matches buyers and
sellers in much the same way as
PIRG's Ride-Pool matches
carpoolers by starting point and
destination.
PIRG treasur!lr Richard
Holden said that if the number of
listings in the book co-op reaches
200, the co-op. will use a computer

program to match buyers !lnd
sellers.
''Both the buyer und the seller
profit," Austin said, beC<J\ISe the
seller sets his own price, which
can be higher than the price the
UNM Bookstor!) and Student
Book Store pay for used books.,
but can J>till be lower than their
resale price.
Austin said that the TINM
Bookstore pays a maximum of 50
percent of the original price for a
used book,. and th<~t payment at

,,

EMD program criticized

(continued from page 1)
the project budget at the time.
the maximum rate was ''ril.re."
Sources said that the project
Austin advises prospective might have continued if the
sellers to price their books at 10 direCtor of the project had not
to 20 percent over the UNM found the cost overrun,
Bookstore repurchase price, He something one source S!lid "he
.estimates that with this markup,
(the director) n<;>ver should have
buyers will save at least 20 to 30 had to do."
percent of what they would
"It. wasn't his place to look
normally pay for a used book,
into the books, He probably
Us.e of the book co-op is free.
could have kept on going, h\It he
Forms to list available or wanted found he had been given the
books can be obtained at the wrong information," the source
SUB information booth or from
said. ''Suddenly the project
PIRG,l057 Mesa Vista Hall,
closed down and he was out of a
job," along with seven other
project staff. All but the program
ditectot have been re-hir.ed by
Boeglin said. "Previously, there UNM.
hasn't been the impetus for
Porter said that the problems
students to live on campus.''
at UNM ~ and the other institutes - :were also caused by
poor adminstrative procedures at
the EMD, compounding the
fiscal discreJ?ancies within the
program.
has increased only slightly~from
When comparing the findings
$84 per studel\t credit hour to $85 of the EMD memorandum with
per student credit hour-during those of Porter's, some conthat time in spite of inflation," he tradictim\s arose. One. such
sa.id.
contridiction concerned the
noting
of
Gradu!).te level course offerings memorandum's
have increased by 52. percent in "missing capital equipment."
Wood
stated
in
the
three years, while undergr<~duate
offerings have increased by 15 memorandum that efforts to find
a four-wheel drive vehicle at the
percent.
New Mexico 'l'ech Institute were
"fruitless."
"The'ailegation that a vehicle
had disap'peared was simply not
the case," 'Porter said. When
Porter notified Tech of the
missing vehicle, the institute
produced not only the license
number and registration, but the
truck itself.
Porter said the extreme
complexity of the accounting
procedures and number of years
of sloppy mamgement within the
program leads to contradictory
- findings~ -"In· mttny ease.s/t he"'
,:;.
said, "thlcl EJMD i!'. c•~tkiziitg
certain projects and monies being
spent without ever actually
visiting the project sites or
talking to the people involved in
the research .''
Porter added, that because of
poor accounting procedures at all
the
insti.tu tes
and
- mismanagement at E.MD it may
take years to untangle the
program's fiscal mess and to
evaluate its real worth to the
development of energy con·
servation.
The technical merit of the
projects are being looked into hy
the Los Alamos Technical
Associates (LATA), an investigative agency outside the
state government, 'The LA 1'A
findings will be presented to the
J,FC in late September,

''

Randy Boeglin, associate dean
of students, said Friday that
UNM's six residence halls will
house 1782 students, an increase
of five percent over last year. He

said that an additional 35
students, all mai€1s, remain on
waiting lists.
"We may be entering into a
new period of full occupancy,"

By Phil. D.

;J

Record number of degrees awarded
UNM's Center fo~ Graduate
Studies at Los Alamos had its
"most successful year of
operation," said ~enter diredor
Shy am Gurbaxani in the center's
1978· 79 annual report.
The center has awarded a total
of 2~l5 degrees during the past 23

years.
"'l'hls year the largest
graduating class in the center's
history included two Ph.D.s, 13
master of science and master of
business administration degrees
and four hachelor of science
degrees," said Gurbaxani, who is
also a UNM professor of elec·
trical engineering and computer

science.
"The number of individuals
enrolled as well as the total
student credit hours were .at the
highest level in the entire history
of the graduate center,"- he said.
During the past three years,
the center's program has increased by 39 percent. However,
"the cost per student credit hour

are

.

Taco Villa confirms • the Hungries are back! Those stomach-growlers who
devil your appetite, captured and bonded on sparkling party·time glassware
in lively fiesta colors.
Eight different glasses. Eight different Hungries; Beauregard, Irving, Harley,
Sigmund, and all the gang in a wild assortment of colors.
Next time the Hungries strike you, strike back. Grab a tasty Mexican spe·
cialty at laco Villa: burritos, chalupas, guadalajaras, taco-burgers, hamburgers and more. Top it off with a Coke. , , and
keep the glass for your owrt collection.

I

2608 Central S.E.
©TACO V!Ll.A,INC.,1979
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Anaya ap-pointed
Two quakes shake Philippine,s
to national bo·ard

Dorms full -first time in four years

UNM's student dormitories
opened last Tuesday for the fall
semester with school ad.
ministrutot·s anticipating the
first fqll occup.ancy in four years.
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ASUNM Vice Pres. Jim Anaya.
w•w named to the Board of
Directors of the United States
Student Association at this
year's USSA Congress, held
Aug. 11·18 in Amherst, Mass .
Anaya will be one of two
members representing the
USSA's South Central Region,
which includes New Mexico, on
the 33-memhcr board. He said he
was the only delegate from New
Mexico to attend the congress.
USSA, which merged the
former National Student Lobby
and U.S. National Student
Association last year, maintains
an office,. paid staff and a lobbyist in Washington, D.C., to
lobby in support of stu(l:ent
issues as outlined by the congress
L'1 its platform each year.
"This organization may not be
the strongest lobby group on
Capito.l Hill, but as far as
students are concerned, it's the
strongest we have," Anaya said.
He said that the directors
oversee the efforts of the national
office and maintain communications among USSA's 13
regions.
The main work of this year's
congress was to draw up its
platform on student issues.
Anaya said that there were about
four to six workshops each day,
with the evening sessions run·
nning well past midnight. He
added that most of the
workshops ra.n simultaneously.
"I wish so hadly that we
(ASUNM) could have sent more
students," Anaya said. "I have a
foot-high stack ofinformation."
Anaya said he did. most of his
work in the caucus that dealt
with Third World issues. The
caucus placed several planks in
the USSA 's platform, including
continued support of affirmative
action, sttppo.rt of ethnic studies
programs, and support of what
Anayll. described as "the selfdetermination of cultures artd
peoples," especially Native
Americans.
Some of the other planks,
Annya sa.id, include opposition to

registr!ltion for the draft, support
for Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of l973
guaranteeing the handicapped
aC(!ess to educational programs
and facilities, and expansion of
federaUinancial aid programs.
On the tuition front, USSA's
platform says that tuition increases are. inevitable, but it
recommends that the percentage
of the cost of education .that is
paJd by tuition should not increase.
"We feel that there is no reason
for that percentage to go. up. Our
position is that no student should
be denied access to higher
education by financial barriers,"
said Anaya.
Anaya S&id he was unsure at
first whether he had .the
authority to involve ASUNM in
the USSA, as the ASDNM
Senate had not been able to meet
to !!Uthorize the Amherst trip. If
the Senate does not approve his
actions, he will resign his
directorship ·immediately, he
said.
But Anaya said he hopes that
will not happen. "Our roles as
student .leaders don't stop on
campus," he said. "It's important for us to have contacts
with other student governments.
We don't know everything at
UNM."
Anaya's trip was funded
through UNM vice president
Marvin D. Johnson's office.
Anaya said he will ask the Sena.te
to reimburse Johnson for the
S700 cost of the trip, including
$50 for ASUNM's introductory
membership in USSA.
lf ASUNM chooses to stay a
memher of USSA, annuaL dues
will come to about $260, Anaya
said. The exact amount is based
On total student enrollment.
"l'm going to encourage
ASUNM to become involved in
this organization," he said. He
will ask the Senate to send three
delegates to next ye~r's congress,
he added. Each member school is
entitled to Up to eight voting
delegates.
"This conference was a lot of
work. l came back really
drained," Anaya. said.

Mondale in Peking
Peking {UPI) - Vice Pres.
Walter Mondale a.nd Chinese
Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping
raised their glasses in a toast to
increased cooperation and world
peace Sunday night and officials
revealed a new cultural exchange
agrMm$nt has been reached.
Mondale, his wife 'Joan and
daughter Eleanor were the guests
of .beng and other high-ranking
Chinese officials at a welcome
banquet in China's Great Hall of
the People.
Mondale and Deng are to hold
their first formal meeting
Monday.
Pouring the traditional dinner
toasts. Both leaders stressed the
potenl;ial impact of a strong SinoAn1cticnn relationship on world
peaca and stability.
Deng said to a.chieve the
"sociaiist . modernization" his
cmllll;ry is committed to, "China
· needs· a penceful interhtitional
environment."
"Yet we cannot but note that
viewing the changes and,
duvelbpitlents. ns n whole, &he
inte.·nationaJ situation has
.h"rr>mt'
mnrp turhtllP"M ~nrl
.,

'

tense . Cases of intervention in an
attempt to exercise control over
other countries and even acts of
open armed aggression show that
the danger of war is still
growing," Deng said,
'"rherefore, we have ail
inescapable responsihility to
work harder in defense of world
peaco and to oppos!l hegemonism
and foreign domination in a.ll its
forms."
''This is a historic challenge we
both face in the current international situation," beng
said. "Let us work togethet
toward this end.''
Mondalo retjlied the Sino·
American relationship "can
emerge ill the 1980s as one of the'
tnajot bulwarks of peace and
justice in the wodd.
"This is the purpose .of my
v.isit.''

The Royai Observatory in Hong Kong and the
Pacific 'l'sunqmi (tidal wave) Warning Center in
Hawilii both said thei~ instmments registered the
intensity at 6. 7 of.the.Richter scale.
The U.S. Geological Survey Center in Golden,
Colo., comput!ld the magintude of the qu~ke ar. 6.8
on the Richtllr scale and placed the epicenter in the
sea about SO miles north of Luzon.
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La Fama
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INDIA IMPORTS I

I·

nowintheSUB

I BUYONEandGETONEFREE
I
(equal or less value)
I •
I
I
For more selection visit our other locations
2404 Central S.E. opposite UNM
·
• 3821 Menaul N.E.

sale at sub location only

sale ends Sept 3rd .

INTRODUCING
HEWLETT·PACKARD'S HP•41C.

ACALCULATOR. A SYSTEM.

AWHOLE NEW STANDARD.
The new HP·41C from
Bewlett-Packatd is a
powerful programmable
calculator that features:
an LCD display with
alphanumeric capability;
63 registers of data
sto.rage or up to 400 lines
of program memoryexpandable to 3.19 registers
or up to 2.000 program
lines; up to 6levels of subroutines; lO co.nditionals and 56 internal
flags; specific loop
control; indirect address•
ing; local and global
branching; Continuous
Mernory; RPN logic.
.. And when you need them: Memot•y
Modules~plug-in mo.dules for
stating programs and data; an "extra
smart" Card Reader; a Printer that
prints upper and lower case alpha
plus spedalcharacters and does high
resolution plot"
ling; the Wand to
in put programs in
bar ~ode form
{available e<1rly
1.) Memory Modules
1980); Application

August 28

10ani • 3prri

••

Modules~prepro

grammed, plug-in modules
that give solutions to a
wide range of problems.
The HP-4JC lets you
reassign any standard
functio.n, any programs
you've written; or programs pro.vided in the
Application Modules-to
any keyboard locatio.n
you want. And of course
Hewlett-Packard backs
the HP-41Cwith total so.ft·
·wa.re support including
an Owner's Manual and
tho.usands of programs
in the BP-41C Applica·
lions Pacs, Solutions Books, and the
HP Users' Library.
Experience this remarkable instt·ument. ThenewBP-41Cftom HewLett·
Packard. A calculator. A system. A
whole new standard.

2 ) The l'tittti:!r

New Product lnformation
Demonstrdtion

lOOK SI'ORE
.

I
I
II
I

L---·----------.1

Hewlett Packard Day

Mondale told .the guests at the
htlllqilet that the quest fot a
world of stnbilily and peace is
whnL brought the two Mtions
together and added: "We both
arc opposed to efforts hy any
('tllllltt,l• to dominA II' nnnthPt."

MANILA, Phillipines .(TIP!) - A fairly strong
earthquake shook the tobacco- growing region of
the northern Phillipines Sunday, but authorities
said there were no immediate reports of any
casualties or damage.
The Geophysical Division reported two tremors,
the first of ''moderate'' intensity about 32 miles
north.of Manila on the main island .of Luzon.

. . _ 2122 Central SE (across from UNM) . . . .
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Editorials

Refugees bugged
The U.S. h.as .a problem with its
Southeast Asian refugees, It seems
the Asians threat!'.n many
Americans.
In Denver last week tensions
between 22 Asian famili!:!s in a
housing project and their Chicano
neighbors erupted into violence,
forcing the Asians elsewhere. Many
of the Asian families disappeared.
A spokesman for the Denver
Chicanos said, "It's an obvious
attempt to increase antagonism
between two ethnic groups. We
blame the manipulators."
He also said the Mexican
Americans had difficulty em·
pathizing with the refugees' plight
because these Vietnamese "are not
the destitute boat people, but more
likely are helicopter people who left
when Saigon fell."
The antagonism toward the
refugees certainly is not limited to
Mexican Americans. In Minnesota
last spring a Vietnamese youth was
forced into the Mississippi River by
a group of-about 50 whites. Every

time the Vietnamese boy tried t.o
swim ashore his harass.ers called
him a ''gook'' and told him to go
b.ack where he belonged.
Oh, haw we hate to see the ugly
side of people. We call our country
the Jand of the free and the home of
the brave and when we invite
refugees from a country we once
defended in the name of freedom
and then gave up on we show how
some of us are more free than
others.
What is perhaps worse than this
racial mistreatment (which the U.S.
has gotten so good at by practicing
on the blacks and Indians and
Puerto Ricans and ... ) is the
pretense that as a nation we are fair
and open-minded in our attitudes
toward foreigners and minorities.
Pres. Carter calls th'e Russians out
on their treatment ·Of dissidents and
then American citizens persecute
South Vietnamese refugees. The
double irony here should not .go
unnoticed.

Wing.shots

ByT,E. Parmer

A Fine Line
"Th$re's a fine line between genius and insanity."
The village idiot in my hometown was elected to
that position by papular consensus. Everyone knew
from his contrasting faces of mad intensity and
mooning grins that he was the quintessential smalltown idiot.
My mother told me not to make fun of people like
that, because at one time they must have been nearly
brilliant.
Being curious, I questioned people in the area who
knew the fellow during his salad days, when he was a
young man running about the country-side.
People who had gone to school with the idiot all
agreed during separate interviews that he had always
been an idiot, and that he had never exhibited any
outstanding intelligence during his youth.
This might have proven mother tO be wrong -not
that the man wasn't an idiot - my research merely
pointed out the fact there is no line.
All over the country, people say there is a thin line
between one thing and another. This hedging is a
human mannerism universal in scope. It doesn't say
anything, but hints strongly that something is wrong.
It is a mythical line.
KUNM ran a feature, during which a "Long Thin
Wire" droned for 120 hours over the open mike. Some
people thought this was a little much, an endeavor of
questionable artistry. I don't feel this way; that the
wire was a useless waste of air Which will probably
cost KU NM valuable funding for no discernable

reason. The Wire was part of a package promoting
creative radio programming. Funding, equipment and
general up-grading of the KUN M facilities will result
and benefit the listener.
After all, there is a thin line bewteen artistry and
nonsense, and who is to say whether the Wire has
crossed over the line?
There is a thin line between good taste and bad
taste.
lnde.ed there is, especially where the commercial
television is concerned .. And the stress is on ·'com·
mercia/.'
Commerci<ll advertisements on the tube have taken
a strange turn in recent years. The Marlboro man has
been replaced by Stay-Free Maxl Pads,
•
The other night I watched a John Wayne movie on
the late show. Perverse poetic justice must have
pr6gorahihietl the commercials for the evening.
Everything was connected with muffler replacement,
Coiorado beer and feminine hygiene, with the emphasis on feminine hygiene.
A veritable tackroom of femihine hygiene devices,
enough to frighten small children, raced across the
screen. A Gahan Wilson cartoon wallowing in bad
taste crept into the mind.
Should I be timidly sensitiva, and avert my eyes
while watching such commercials with more stable
and conservative members at the famiiy, or should I
burst beyond the first titter of embarrassed laughter
and ask, "Is this B.S. they're forcing on me?''
Perhaps I'll do neither. After all, there is a thin line ...

-~ ~>H ;··ih;n 'il)n ·/ifr1r '/'~GrE- r.~i~rll
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by Garry Trudeau
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s:mdwich,
rnorP.
salad
(one- quarter pound) on every
sandwich, and most important, a
higher qu<!lity of meat than 90
percent of the competition in the
UNM area.
Our policy has been, and will
Contine to be, to raise our price
rather than lower our quality andor
quantity of our sandwiches, when
you order a salad sandwich from
us. The only ingredi.ents are: the
main !chicken, shrimp, tuna, egg),
celery, mayo, and some spices. We
do not put filter in our salad as do90
percent of our competition. We
could, and then cut our price, but
_the Posh would rather close its-doors thah lower our high levels of
quality.
When you buy an average hero in
Albuquerque you get a big piece of
bread, shredded lettuce, tomatoes
and two to three ounces of meat. It
may seem like more, but it isn't.
Concerning our frozen yogurt
being priced too high - every frozen
yogurt product in the state except
ours is not 100 percent natural, nor
does it have three active cultures,

produced Jocm:v, Gontctlns a ~ut of
ARTIFICIAL INGREDIENTS, and
costs the retailer one half of what

our product costs us. No wonder
11e can sell it so cheap. The Lobo
may feel price at any cost is our
Number1l::oncen1·1fJohnCapute
wants junk, Jet him eat elsewhere,
but if he wants quality, let him eat
by the Posh, you will like our food.
That's right Capute, we are the only
restaurant in Albuquerque to state
that if you do not feel the quantity
is lair, or that after a tasts, our food
ls not up to our high quality, or your
own high standards • YOU WILL
GET YOUR MONEY BACK. We
can say that because we are proud
of what we serve here, and stand
behind it. Our-motto has been, andwill continue to be, "We do it right,
or you get it free."" No other food
establishment makes this promise,
but I do · you will like what you eat
at my restaurants. or you won't
pay.
Stuff that up your column
Capute. I have broken my tail, as
have my employees, to create a
place where people can eat a goad
meal at a fair price, and if I'm lucky,
in another five to seven years I may

•1 r:f"C'
anythifl!J

{G.U

osh s·urnport
JJV.
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Edi tor
!feel that the article on food
services in the University area was
inaccurate, to say the least, very
biased.
In reference to the Posh Bagel, I
was flabergasted that you allowed
the statements to pass by your
supposed editorial expertise.
I have neighbored the Posh for
over a year and have been served
there nearly every-day-during this
time; their food service is good and
I've never heard ·a customer
complain, even when asked how
their meal was. Their meats are
great and portions are large, prices
reasonable.
Please try to treat your ad·
vertisers better. I don't want the
same thing to happen to me.
It is your responsibility to see that
gross injustices and personal im·
pressions be limited. Being ob·

toe 1i P:~t:ne!·i~s. :JVo
would iii<H to inquire HS to whether
ot'

~iH-3

Juhn Caputa has conducted a
thorough investig<>tion, especially
concerning the Posh. We feel that
he has not done a thorough. in·
vestigation. Why did he fail to
mention that the Posh uses only
top quality meats and cheeses and
that our sandwiches always contain
at least a quarter pound of it? .(This
does not include the bagel, which is
three ounces by itself, compared to
a one and one half ounce hamburger b.un or hero roll. I We do not
use reconstituted 'ingredients, ie.:
spam or cereal fillers, in our salads
and spreads. In fact, we serve such
a hefty sandwich that our patrons
tend to share it with a friena. - ou·r yogurt is the only dessert of
its kind in the area, and its qualtiy is
worth the price. One does not save
a dime when buying "soft-serve"
somewhere else.
We would like to recommend
that John not simply breeze over
the menu and make a premature
judgment, but ra.ther examine the
product itself. The qualitiy is
consistent, we do not shop for
"cheap" bargains when buying our

iJ

HEWLETT

Tights
Leotards
Accessories
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omything,

will researcn vour subJBCt well.
EdWaksman
Owner- Posh Bagel
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Bathroom rd.
Editor
I noticed on an infrequent visit to
the north campus this summer that
the street connecting Yale with the
Service Building is called Camino
del Servicio. Logical enough, you
might think. But care is needed
with those notorious ''false friends"
in Spanish vocabulary. "Servlcio"
has several meanings in Sparish. I
am not sure that "service", in the
sense the word has in Service
Building, is _one_ oJ them. A
ubiquitous meaning of the word in
the Spanish world is, however,
"bathroom." ff the university
wishes to have a "Bathroom Road"
on csmpus ·or should we translate
more generously as, perhaps,
"Comfort Station Drive?" • it
should at least provide the
necessary facilities. so that any
hopeful and possibly distressed
visiting native Spanish speaker
should not be taken short.
Peter Bakewell

PACKARD

·nRINCS TO YOU THE HP-31E SCIENT1FIC CALCULATOR

ON SALE!

7HAT /?EiMINOS
ME3· r E3liJ7ER

CIIGC!< ON HCR
·AIR SUPPLY.

\

I

$4J95

Quantities Limited
Sale Ends
Sept. 22, 1979

Reg. Price 50.00
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New system begins this year

Campus Briefs
Evans named
honors head

Student IDs feature mugs
:Qy Renee

Kcrbaugh
Some stucients won't smile.
Some st\ldents want to wear
h&ts . One student from the swim
te&m wanted to wear her goggles.
St\ldents registering for
classes <lt UNM .are having their
pictures taken for their student
identification cards for the first
time.
''We'va been talking about
using photo IDs for years and
years," said UNM Registrar
Richard Legoza. "Last year,
about the beginning of the ran
semester, it was decided we'd
switch over (to photo IDs)."
B\lt stQdents have been experiencing a delay in receiving
their IDs. "IDs should've been
mailed three weeks ago," Legoza
said. Problems with cameras and
embossing equipment delayed
the IDs, he said.. It is new
equipment, but "we just couldn't
get it to work," he said, adding,
"that's ·typical of new equip- The ole! f D system requiring a stamped plastic replaced by a single photo ID. (Photo by Mark
.student card plus a photo athletic card has been Poulsen)
ment~''
There was also a delay in
receiving the equipment. "The on it, he said. Legoza commented He said he anticipates most of Without an ID, Acosta said, a
equipment wasn't available for that rnost places on campus and the IDs being mailed to the student is unable to do anything
delivery until May," Legoza around town know about the students by the end of the week.
that a regular ID is necessary for,
said. ''We should have had it. in delay and are being very
Students have been reacting such as using the library or
April when preregistration cooperative, A stude.nt may have "pretty well" to the new photo Johnson Gym or attending
started, By May a Jot of people his class-confirmation card IDs, Acosta said. "They are kind athletic events.
weren't around to have their validated at the registration of pleased about not having to go
Legoza said ''security of
center, he said, and that card can over to photo services for another everything from financial aid to
piCtures taken."
Legoza said he advises be used as a temporary lD for a ID (the athletic ID) since the new library books to health services~'
students not to panic about not two-week period.
photo ID serv.es both p\lrposes."
was the deciding factor.in issuing
Jim
Acosta,
assistant
Acosta said he encourages photo IDs . Re s.aid the biggest
having their IDs. If a student
hasn't reC(lived his lD in a couple registrar, said, "We sent out a - students to come in and get their problem with IDs is students
W()ek he should come in and check huge batch of IDs last Monday." picture taken for the photo ID. losing their cards and students
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finding and using ID.s that
belong to others .
The IDs being .issued this year
ar~ one-year lOs. "Permanent
IDs will be issued stating next
year," Legoza. said.
The permanent ID system will
be hooked up to a mini-COll1puter,
he said. The computer will be
able to read the IDs.
One advantage of having
permanent photo IDs will be that
the student will never have to
carne in and have .an IP
validated. Legoza said, "The
system will dO it." The computer
will know the .current status of
every student.
If a student drops out, the
computer will have that information and will be able to
prevent that ·student from
checking out books or using
health services, J"egoza said. And
when - ii. -s ~UCleiiE re-enters the --- university the computilr will have
that inform~tion .and the student
can resume using his ID.
Legoza said total costs for the
new photo IDs are not in yet. He
said he expects to havfi' them
sometime in October. "The basic
cost," he said, "is .about 95 cents
for materials (embossing and
film)."
There
are
six
photographers ·working full time
throughout registration.
''We don't know if we'll stay
with this equipment for the
permanent IDs,'' Legoza said.
The University is leasing the
present equipment.

\
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The present director of tlw
honors center at the University of
Kentucky has been selected to fill
the same post at UNM.
Robert Evans was selecte(i to
fill the position this summer by a
University search committee but
will not assume dl!ties until Jan.
1, after his employment contract
with the University of Kentucky
expires.
UNM Honors Center in·
structor William Baurecht has
taken over as acting director of
the center until Evan.s as~urnes
the position,
Evans is a professor of English
and comparative H.terature. He is
also the senior faculty member at
the University of Kentucky.
He is a founder and former
presiden.t of the National
Collegiate Honors Council.

History prof
is new editor.

Nazarene College, where he was libraries which will carry a .bookgraduated magna cum la\lde in plate displaying the donor's
1960 .. He .earned his master's name and, if the donor requests,
degree in 1962 and his doctoral the name. of a person to be
degreE) in 1966, both from the honore<;l.
University of Oregon,
A gift of $50 or more will
· As editor of the Review, provide a year's suscription to a
Etulain said he will work to scholarly journal. The bookplate
broaden
the geographical will b!l pl!lced in the bound copies
distribution of the journal."I'll at the end of the year.
be contacting plJOple living in
A gift of $500 or more will
other parts of the country who provide incorne for the Friends-to
are writing about the Southwest.
purchase at least one book per
"I also wish to enlarge the in- year "in perpetuity," said Wise.
volvements'
of
the
Narned endowments of $5,000
non-professionals, both as or more may be designated for
readers and as contributors," he . the annual purchase of books in a
said.
specifi(!d field, the director said.

G·l·ft bo·o· k

programs

Organization

UNM BOOKSTORE isgladtoseeyoubackl
We know you've already coped with
registration, campus maps, parking.
And now, the BOOKSTORE!
We want your experience with us to be pleasant.
Please ask us for late-listed courses, text location,
. anything we can help you with.

BOOK. RETURNS: Just about everybody
drops a class, changes schedules, etc.

PLEASE
POLICY!

READ

OUR

RETURNS

l You MUST have your sales receipt!
2. Last day to return fall texts is September 22.
3.• Bool<s rnust be in original condition as
purchased.
4. You tnust have your I.D.

OUR REGULAR HOURS

are Bam to 5pm

weekdays,
and 9am to lpm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

I,

President's
Ice Cream

12:00 noon~ Hot AirBalloons•Johnson Field
J2:30 p.m.- Welcome- President "Bud" DavisJohnson Held
12:45 p.m.- Free Chili, Drinks, Tortillas· Johnson Field
l :00 p.m. ~ Mariachi Band- Johnson field
2·4:00 p.m. - Blue Grass Band·~ Johnson Field
2:00-3:30 p.m. - President's Ice Cream Soda I and
Activities Fair ....,.sub Ballroom
(Honoring freshman and new sflJdents)
3:30p.m.- Pep Rally for the Lobo's -Johnson Field
9:00 p.m. - Oisco Dance- Johnson Gym

Social
&
Activity Fair
2:00 ~3:30p.m.
Friday August 31
SPonsored by:'UNM Cenfrill.Adml_rlii>!fdllilfi

Studen1s $ fOO • Gues1s 1200

[r11rat!i•Jrals and R~cr,ealioll Dep<!rftn~nl
NE:IN Student tJtl¢1_natioii'.
New: Mc:.!lcO Utu~m Bwldingt

· ' re .h-· ere
· ......
'""
U-.•N.. •M· • •IS -G·. Ia d. you

.md tlie-S.lud~-r\1 Arnvihes Cenh:>r

--------

~;_.,

v .•

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, August 27 open Bam to 7pm
Tuesddy, August 28 open Bam to 7pm _
It really is easier to shop later if
you plan to be on campus in the evening.

Honoring Freshmen
and new students
SUB Ballroom

.... ·-·-

:-.,--_

UNM
BOOKSTORE

travelers in Albuquerque who
want to meet with residents who
share common backgrounds or
intere.sts.
She said any organization
interested in participating in the
project should contact her at
OIPS, which is. located at 1717
RomaNE on campus.

Non-engineer
courses-set

Six
co.urses
for
non-engineering majors will be
offered by UNM's College of
Engineering this fall.
''These are three,- hour credit
courses that will be taught by
UNM engineering faculty
members for people who want to
A list of local organizations know .about technical issues but
with international interests is who don't have the technical
being compiled by the UNM background to take regular
Office of In.tern(ltional Programs engineering courses,'' said
and Services in cooperation with associate dean of engineering
the Albuquerque Chamber of Gerald May.
Commerce and the Albl!querque
The CQllLse_s~ are! Engineering
Committee Iol' ·CL!l tuhl Afrafrs.
In A Social Context, Appropriate
Edith Treadwell of OIPS said Technology, Water Pollution
the list will be incorporated in to a Control, Materials In Today's
brochure designed to encourage Environment, Energy And
cooperative efforts among Environment and Solar Energy
organizations and to aid foreign Use.

Gurule named
is compiled·
to committee

A program which allows people
Ernest GQrule, director of
to dedicate books to UNM's UNM's Cu.ltural Awareness
libraries has been started by The Center, has been appointed to the
Friends of the. UNM Libraries, executive .committee of the New
said the group's director, Jerry Mexico~Mexico Border
Wise.
Commission by Goy. Bruce
"Through the program, King.
·persons-may express sympathy; - -In- a letter to Gurule, 1GftiC
respect or congratulations in a sa.id, "The contribution of your
lasting way by donating books to time and talents will do much to
the UNM libraries," Wise said.
ensure the success of our efforts
A gift of $20 or more in cash to promote more mutually
will
a bo.ok for the
and cooperative

UNM
history professor
Richard W. Etulain has been
named editor of the New Mexico
Historical Review, a quarterly
journal edited and published at
the University.
l!:tulain succeeds Manuel
Servin, UNM professor emeritus
of history, who retired.
Prior to Etulain's appointment, the Review's editorial
duties had been handled on. an
acting basis by professors
Donald C. Cutter and James T.
Stensvaag, both of' the history·
department.
Before coming to UNM this
year, Etulain was a professor of
history and was department
chairperson at Idaho State
University.
EtuJain earned his Un·
dergraduate degree . in history
and .literature from Northwest

relations with the Republic of.
Mexico .and especially with our
neighboring staJe of Chihuahua.''
The commis.sion consists of a
50~ member advisory committ!le
and a 15~member executive
committee. The groups advise
the governor on matters relating
to socioeconomic, artistic and
cultural
exchange
and
developll1ent with Mexico and on
bord\lr assistance programs
funded through the Economic
Development Administration of
the U.S. Department of Commer()e.
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·rh,~ f:t·H.r~~' ~--~ P~'l:• r•d c''~dtr ;.-i'l'~
in nu-qHl-rv· o1 ff•tf!l.,-'f' Lnhu
t'uoLIJr'df ph~}·'·r Joi,·n ;·\t~.d:-·, -_: tt~ho
dit:·d of sidtl£; ePli di,.eH!-ie in 1Hf1:_:~
Profits from tlw gam(• lwnE•fill.lw
"ipw !111<":<h·o Sic·l<l•• Ct>ll ('uunl'i!.
ThP A fU~iN.; j u mp(~d to an Nlrly

H- 2 i<>atl tmd lc•d throughout, the
firM hall, but t'ould not sta,v
alwnd hy mon• than ~ix jl(>ints.
Hudy \'Vhitl•. fonw•r Arizona
Stat~ All-. WAC, a11d cut·n•nt
All·-.. Prn NHA .'itar, p!ayo<i for
Nl'v!S!i, hittin!; big h<lnps in tho
first half. as tlw Aggk>s took a
r,r,--:'>21Pad intn tho lndww>om.
Th<· first·hulf had lt" slum• of
mistakE's, t mnin1: the game into
a nmwdv of c•rrm·s.
Play~rs from both teams hit
tht' floor each time the hall
rrossed mid-rourt, and plays
destined
for
glory were
mishandled repeatedly.
The game took excitement in
the last two minutes as both
teams traded baskets and the
lead changed five times,
After a couple of free throws and
a field goal by UNM's Michael
Cooper, the Lobos put the game

");r'i.'··.~-

-'~i'1l'1P

AU.XILJAHY GYM

Monday throu~b Friday .. , , ... , , .. , . , ... , . , . , ..... , ... , . , ...... , 7:00p.m .. 9: 15 p.m.
Saturday and Suoday . , .. , , ... , ....... , , ............. , , ........ 12,00 noon • 4:45p.m.

;. ,,~_,pt"·~·

~Hhit·d

l!f!!_H"..Iy

Tlw Hnd\H nil PUI·'l' will lw l1'd
by MoH'' '\lalon,,, nanwd M\'1'

v.· 0 f.t~

\r·d 1.lv., l,;.-i:lr'·l

lr~P;+

JOHNSON GYM MAIN AlU~NA
MondaythrotJghFriday ....... , . , . , .......... , ..... , ,, .......... 12:00noon-1:00p.m.
~onduy, Wed~esday, Friday .. , .. , •....... ·.,.,.,, .. , .. , ... , ...... 4:00p.m ... 9:15p.m.
fuesdayand1hursday ........... , ........ , .. , , ..... , .......... , 5:00p.m .• 9:15p.m.
Saturday and Sunday ,. ...... , .. , .... , ... , ........ , , . , , . , .... , . 12:00noon-4:45p,m.

lllUXlffiUlU ttf t v~o·o. l, it_•l\t~Ls.

;~~oi.Pt··;~ill:)l pnhr'~:.

~~-,.··

Fall rec hours begin today·

UN.M stud<mts can now buy
tiekt'lS for the Houston Roclrets·
Kansas City Kiug:9 NBA rm~
RPaHon ha:A<cLhall gume t.o bo
plny1•d at trw ar<ena Oet, 2.
{ 'ost fnr ,:tudents with an
athh•tie k!<mtifi<"ati;'Jtl card is Si\
rwr t kl:r-L Si'i.HiPnt~• nmy buy a

'

1

1\JB tix

lH

Ot.lwr Und\.tJt st~~r-.;; nn·· Hkk
Barry, Calvin ~1\ll'phy und Hudy
Tmnjanuvkh.
The Rod!<'ls will !w nwt on thecour~ by formPr New Mexieu
Aggie Sam Lacey and NBA
Rookie (){the Year, Phil Ford.
Tickets go on sale to the
general public Sept. 6.

f.hri.'t~

ti,;nr~..

dn~· to ln·1 -~\:~:~~Jn~qUiU'tPr
prnr.JHt.i'ons.
:\I tlw Pnd uf tht~ finit quartf'!'.

two ha:-.kt:'Lbl~lls wPre auctioned
away. !'vlidn•y MichaPls and Mikt•
Hm;Pnhaum claim<>d th(• balls for
$GOO,OO and 8175.00 respL>ctive!y.
'l'lw halftime show featured a
slam dunk contebi., Local dunk
artist. Mike Davis took first place
and was awarded n S100 gift
t'l•rtificate.,
· -Cooper finished a close ·secon<J
and won n $50,00 gift certificate.

UNIVEHSAL AND MAHCY MACHINES OPEN DAILY EXCEPT DURING CLASS PERIODS
Saturda)' and SundAy ... , , . , , , , ... , .•.... , ... , ..... , . , .. , . , .... 12:00 noon-4:45p.m.

HANDBALL COURTS
Monday,_Y''ednes~,ay,Friday .•. , ....... , . , , , .. , .... , .. , , .. , ,, ... 12:00noon-l:OOp.m.

(Resorvatwns Ava!! able)
(Facult)'/Staff)
T d
. ..
·
.
2:00p.m. -9:15p.m.
ues ayand Thursday ... , ............ , . , . , . , ........ ., , , .. , , .. 12:15 p,m," 2:00p.m.
(Resen·ations Available)
(Faculty/Staff)
Saturda · ·
. - --- · --·· · - S:3Q p.m. -9;l5op,m.
·· .
Y and sunday ................. , , .......... , . , ... , ..... , . 12:00 noon. 4:45p.m.
(Reservations Ayailable)

Countdown

Try-outs starts
Try-outs for the women's
volleyball team begin today and
continue through Friday, said
coach Cathy Lies.
·
'rhe try-outs will be conducted
with practice starting at 3 p.m.
at Johnson Gym. Final cuts will
be made Friday.
The volleyball team begins
action Sept. 14 with the
Roadrunner Invitational in Las
Cruces.

Wl~IGHT ROOM

Monda)', Wednesday, Friday , , ........ , . , .. , .... , . , ... , , ... , ... , . 12:00 noon -1:00 p .. m.
T. d
d Tl
4:00p.m.-9:15p.m.
ues ayan
1ursday ......................................... 12Jl5p.m.-3:30p.m.
5:00p.m. -9:15p.m.

'

l

'

·. ":!i~

Former Lobo Phil Abney goes up for two points in the LoboAggie Alumni game. Lobo alumni defeated the New Mexico
State alumni 109·99 in a game held to benefit the New Mexico
Sickle Cell Council. {Photo .by John Chadwick!

RE

FOR

It's· countdown time for MJk(r
Williams.
The final NFL cut is Wed·
nesday, so the former Lobo
fullback will know quite soon
whether he is a full-fledged
Kansas City Chief.
Williams survived the second·
to-last cut Tuesday when the
team was cut to 50 players. Nine
playet·s were dropped from the
roster but none was a running
back.
Williams and seven other
runners are battling for a place on
the roster.
'l'he Chiefs must cut five
players before the season opener
Sept, 2.

SWIMMING POOL
Mond~throughFriday ..•. , ......•........ , .... , .. , , .•...... ,,., .7:00a.m.-3:30p.m.
(LANES ONLY) Students, Faculty, Staff Only- No Children or Guests
(CLOSED) 3:30p.m."- 5:30p.m.
.
Ent1rePoo.l . ., ...................... , ................. , .... , . , 5.:30p.in, -9:15p.m.
(Students, Faculty, Staff, Children, and Guests)
Saturday and Sunday ..• , , .• , . , ..... , . , , ·., .....•... , .... , , . , , .. 12:00 noon. 4:45p.m.
ENTIRE POOL- (Students, Faculty, Staff, Children and Guests)

-Waquie victorius-against La Luz run
About 350 energetic runners
were up with the sun yesterday to.
compete in the La Luz trail run.

for Waquie who has run near'his
Jemez Pueblo home for 15 years.

And the man who reached the
finish line first was no surprise,

The trail was lengthened by
about 2 \4 miles to accommodate
the large turnout of runners.

Al Waquie, 28, completed the
9.8 mile race with a time of
1:14:27.

7.5 mile course was 57:40 ..

W aquie' s titrte last year on the
The women's division winner

This is the third La Luz victory

was Odette Bonnett.

··--

LE

Dori't PASS up this

mo.~Ev

BOOKS

CARLISLE GYM
Monday,Wednesday,Friday ..............•...........•.•........ 3;30p.m.-6:30p.m.
(Halfgyrn -Volleyball)
.6;30 p.m." 9:15p.m.
· (Entire C.Yffi)
Tuesday and Thursday ............. , , ... , . , ..• , , ........... , ... , 5:00p.m .• 9:15p.m.
(Entire gym)
Saturday and sunday .... , , ...... , . , .. , ..... , .... , .. , .... , ... , . . . 12: 00 noon • 4: 45 p.m.

More than 35() persons start the 9. 8 mile run up the La Lu;;: tmil on
the west side of the Sandias. The run began at 8 a.m. yesterday.
The first place finisher for the second year In a row, was AI
111/aquie with a time of1:14:27. (P!lotoby Jolln Chadwick)

~deal!

With rising gas prices and dwindling
·parking spaces, a pass td the Sun·
Tran city buses is a deal you can't afford to pass up.

'

'

Sun-Tran bus passes will be on sale
this fall semester on the UNM campus.
REGULAR HOURS:
ffi0N-FRI 1 9Rffi-5:30Pffi
SAT. IOAffi-SPffi

SPECIAL SACK-to-SCHOOL HOURS:
SUNDAY, AUG. 26; 12 NOOH-4Pm
ffiONDAY-WEDNESDAV, AUG. 27-29; 8:30AM-7Pffi

Any pass is good for unlimited rides
on any city bus for the duration of the
pass.
•
University Passes· for Fulltime
UNM Students*
$28.00 a semester or $8.00 a month

Savings of 25% o.nd ffiORE on UNffi's hugest selection of USED textbooks. Shop early-cwoid long lines. S.B.S. is· stocked NOW with the
books and school supplies you need. S.S.S. stocks o. COmPLETE
selection of mew & USED textbooks, and moRE:
HALLffiAR.K CARDS & GifTS

ffiAPS

ENGINEERING SUPPliES
SHARP CALCULATORS
TEXAS INSTRUMENT CALCULATORS

Semester Pass

STUDY AIDS: SCHAUMS. ARCO, BARRONS,
BA~NES & NOBLE/COS,

SBS

Commuter Passes for Faculty, Staff
& Pa.rt·time Students
$11.00 a month
Sun-Tran Will be
at the UN M Bookstore
August 2~, 24, 27,28 and 29
9AM to4 PM
Stop by the Sun-Tran booth for free
bus information or call766·7830.

GENERAL&: GIFT BOOKS
T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SPORTSWEAR
ART SUPPLIES

HEWUTT-PACKARD CRLCULRTORS
TECHNICAL BOOKS
SOLAR ENERGY ~EFEIUNCE
UNffi SOUVENIRS

(* A fulltime. student is registered for 12
undergraduate hours or6 graduate hours)

CASENOTES, GILBERTS,

mONARCH, IRWIN, WILEY
CLASS RINGS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

I'

i'·

766•7830
l

•,
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Comminications program
may expand degree ·

Freshmen
enrollment
•
Increases
By Pat Wie~

,
I

l

l

l!
Jj

l
l
I

Freshman enrollment at UNM
is rttnning slightly higher tlla!l
last year at this time,
According to Richard Legoza,
director
-of
registration,
Gnrollment on the freshman level
is currently running 8 .B percent
higher than last year on the same
date. Overall enrollment is 4 ..5
percent higher than at tile same
time last year.
The UNM Office of Statistics
has projected the fall enrollment
will total 21,660 students. As of
Friday, Aug. 18,
17,111
students had enrolled at UNM.
Legoza said he is surprised
freshman enrollment is up so
much over last year and is not
sure how to attribute the increase.
"It could be the predicted
recession has caused more
students to decide to enroll in
college," lle said. "That has
always happened during past
re!:essions, but I'm- s11re other
factors are involve<\."
Legoza said part of the increase is caused by an increase in
the
enrollment
of.
non- traditional students at the
University.
"We are getting more students
who have either put off going to
college for a wbile or dropped out
of college for a couple of years to
work," he said.
Legoza said the increase in The annual chore of mo_ving into the dorms presents special determination pays as she finally succeeds. (Photos by Pen-Chi
non- traditional students has problems as biology majot Kim Alvarado discovered last week. Chou)
also caused another statistic to Alvarado struggles to remove her bike from the r.ear of a car, and
(continued on page 15)

TORY

SALE

·By S. M<Jntoya
Administration officials are presently studying
the possibility of consolidating equipment -and
instruction to expand degree programs at UNM.
A committeee formed by Provost McAllister
Hull began studying about a year ago the
tJ()ssil:li!ity of ilnplementing a program -where
''students can specialize in television production,
broadcast jownalism, telecommunication research
and criticism, educational technology or explore
the interdisciplinary viewpoint of mass media
communication in a liberal Ql'ts approach," ac·
cordi11g to a proposal drafte{l by the committee.
"We want the student to be professionally
prepared for any number of jobs ·in the com·
munications field," Hull said.
Since the provost's committee began meeting,
an assesment hils been completed of all the audio
and visual equipment at KUNM,Instructional
Media Services, KNME, Photo Services, departments of journalism, speech communications and
theatre arts. Also, the committee has met with
department chairpersons and directors, he said.
Joseph Scaletti, associate provost, recently
serv.ed as chairperson of the committee. Associate
provosts Joel Jones and Alex Sanchez will now be
co-chairpersons of the committee, steering its
_proposals _through the_ .curriculum committees of
the .colleges of Arts and Sciences and Fine Arte and

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

the Faculty Senate.
A curriculum employing faculty !lnd services
from all over campus, and initially granting a B.A.
or B.F.A. is contained in the committee proposal.
Major-minor combinatio.ns and double majors
covered by the proposal alre.ady exist. The new
degrees qei!lg considered ar.e an interdisciplanary
major in A&S and a bachelor of fine arts stressing
television production.
Among the new courses to be introduced, should
the proposal be approved, are: J ou.rnalism 270 and
271, Introduction to Broadcast Journalism and
Broadcast News Reporting, Additional courses
are: Theatre Arts 115 and 116, Historical
I!ltroduction to TV and. Tech!lical Introduction to
TV. U!lder the curriculum proposal several courses
also would be re\lised.
Jones said 'he e;pects the proposal to go through
the necessary co.mmittees ''fairly smoothly,'' but.
concedes that it could be substantially amended._
"The kiss of death for this proposal or any
administration proposal is to talk about it as if it
were :already approved. It does neeii approval so
we'll just wait and see what happens," Jones said.
Cost of the program, he said ,.is "undeterminable" untU the necessary committees take
action on the. proposal, The program is hoped to be
phased in over a three-Year period.

ARE YOU INTERESTED lN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
O:R OTHER SCIENCE RELATED CA.I\EERS? ARE YOU A
MOTIVATED,
·MINORITY/DISADVANTAGED
UNDERGRADUATE OR GRADUATE STUDENT?
If y~lli ure, yr>u shot1ld illvcstlgale tlw Mir10dtY UiomNUc!11.5upluu·t Progra_l!l, Cl~lll('l Or, A.(:. Atcndu,
Pr.l)un·rrcvii)ll ~ j1IIill nt 217-2728 fm•111ore infonrwtltm, S«:!h:vtion lx·g!nsSc-Jlt, 7.

g Bat£h Bookstore
2406 Central Ave. SE
(Across from Johnson Gym)

262· 1619
Open seven days a week
Largest selection ·of contemporary poetry
in NEM~ Mexico. Books on solar, energy,
eastern & western
& religion
p~/ch,otogy, norneou11101119, ethnic studies,

Enrollment figures increase
{continued from page 14)
change.
"Students are taking fewer
cr·edit hours ea.ch semester," he
said, "because many of them
have to work to support themselves. Some are older student$
with families to take care of and
are only taking night classes."
University statistics from 1979
show the average student at
UNM had a course load of 11
semester hours and Legoza said
the figur(l is expected to be even

lower this year. He said an increase in the numl:ler of part-time
students can hurt the University
financially,
"Funding for the University
by the state Legislature is based
on how many full-time students
are enrolled/' he said. "When
that number drops, so does our
funding."
tJNM bas used a continuous
registration program for the last
three Years: Legoza said the
program has improved the

situation.
The program allows students
to be registered for classes any
time during the late spring and
summer instead of restricting the
process to a few specific dates as
was done previously.
Legoza said the program has
run .so smoothly at UNM several
other universities have patterned
their own registration systems
after it and several other
universities are now considering
a similar change.

10% off all books
(except texts)

through Sept. 15
135llarvard SE- 266-2333
10-6 M-F J2.5 Sat.

All Albums

Deletion of Name From
1979-80 Student Directory
Arty student wishing to have his/her name deleted
from the Student Directory needs to stop by the Sttl·
dent Activities Center located on the First Floor of
the New Mexico Union Building before FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 8, 1979 and fill Old the appropriate
form.

Used Records & Tapes $1.99·$3.50
All Guaranteed Against Defects
Used Records and Topes
Bought and Sold

Open: 10·10 Mon.· Sat.
11·8 Sunday

EXPLORE, EXPERIENCE, EXPAND.
Grow With Continuing Education.
FALL1979
. --:--~

This could be rhe beginning of your
course this year;
Just cut our this coupon and come on
over for a big, fresh Whataburger® cooked
just the way you want it and made with
everything you like. Lettuce, pickles,
tomatoes. , . you name id
Add some bor, crispy French fries.
f~voritc

A large, f<·osty told drink. And you've
got a regular, full course meal! AH from
Whataburger.
And when you clip out tbis coupon
we'll introduce you 10 something.free!
So come on ·OVer and get inro your
f~vorite coutse!

r•-•••••••••••••

1
I
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BUY AWHATABURGER.FOR AFRIEIIDe
GET YOURS FREEl
Plr-,1~( pr• ~~Ill ~<>Uf.t•'• lH ~ .Llhwr \\bt-n u~JttiiiL!- Lunit ~ ltill' t t~Ufmtl pth tt~l•l.lllt·r
C)lt\ri-'!IJ•tfl' :"i'I'U u•''t-r lh.l'r~:, Olh r .t::WJil r•1dy Jt .?HI Y.;k '> E N:r~t~!-,mul! ~
'\j. >r '', h1·

"'·' -,! 1u • '''l1; ~!!_( ~~"~l .,..~~1 Jtn r•tht:t nffi.'r , 1t ~ •·~~~··--"<
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build a blggef better btarg~r.··
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For ihfonnatio11 call 271·3751

The Southwest's Center ~
for Continuing Education.
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Orti outlines plans for ASUNM
By Erin Ross
He sat behind his desk nervously awaiting <t breal' in the
conversation, "I want to tell you
about this idea I bad the other
day," said UNM's. student body
'president, Mario Orliz. And so
began another round of
discussion about a potential
Senate proposal.
Ortiz has he!\n busy this
summer. He has, for just about
the flrst tim~ in ASUNM history.
attempted to fill the Pntire ll6
presidential committeP positiQns.
And he says ht• has hr.-en thinking
about the W('lter of proposals he
hopes to introduce to the Senate
this fail.
"I'm going to introduce the
projects I'd like to see clone in the .
form of a package," said Ortiz
Wednesday. The package, he
said, will include proposals to
publish teacher evalutions,
canvass students to find out
what they want in a repeatcoUrse policy, prevent a surprise
increase in tuition, .increase
student voter registration, encourage students who Uve within
a three-mile radius of the campus
to ride the bus or to bicycle to
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ticular senator be there to answer
a particular question."
Ortiz said he has worried
during the summer about the
reputation of the Se11ate, ''The
students don't know whut we're
doing; they thi11I> we're a circus."
Conceding that last year's
Senate was not a model for
Robert's Rules of Order, Ortill
said he hopes students will look
at the 1979-80 Senate from a fresh
perspective. "We're a brand new
group," he said, "almost every
one of us is new."
If all goes as planned, Mario
sl\id his performance in office
mav be measured by voter
tur~out during next spring's
general elections. He said he felt
last spring's pathetic voter
turnout of 1633, out of a student
population of about 20,000, was a
reflection of student apE>thy for a
· government that failed to
adequately represent its constituents.
ASUNM President Mario Ortiz. (Photo by J:rin Ross)
"Tlris year I have a goal of
school, lobby for a new library- senators were to their student artd complain to us directly. If we bringing 5,000 students to the
.·~ 't .,;swer
_.,.~~~t·h em, ~ toh en t.h.
. •s po.lls," he.·. saia;···rt seems to me
.
t s.
book-purchase- bond ·and ~rein- const1tuen
can
. ere
state UNM's neglected yearbook. §§"I'd like to see us (the Senate) somet·h·mg wrong an d we'll k now that if only 2,000 students vote,
Ortiz said he also would like to sponsor a .kind of grievance it, On the other hand, students like they did last spring, then
· t he K'Iva durmg
,
see this year's senators become forum. m
t h e can come an d ask ques t'IOns; ·t hey who are we existing for? Who are
more responsive than last year's lunch hour. Students can come .:c~ou;,;l;;;;d;;;;;;re;;co;;mm;;;;·
~eni;;d~ti;;hi;;ati;·;;iai;;;;p,;ari;--w.,eo;;so;;er.,v.,inOiigOii?Oii"-----...__,
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NOTICE

ON WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, CARRARO'S PIZZA
WILl HOLD THEIR ANNUAL 2 FOR 1 SALE. (11AM TO
4PM). THE REASON A SALE OF THIS NATURE IS GIVEN
IS TO ACQUAINT THOSE OF THE UNIVERSITY COM·
MUNITY WITH THE QUALITIES OF ONE OF THE
FINEST RESTAURANTS IN NEW MEXICO THAT JUST
HAPPENS TO BE RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET FROM
U.N.M.
IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS THAT CARRARO'S LOSES
MONEY WHENEVER IT HAS A SALE liKE THIS, BUT
THE BEST WAYTOADVERTISE IS WITH THEIR FOOD.
THAT'S WHAT BRINGS BACK THEIR CUSTOMERS
OVER AND OVER AGAIN... AND THAT'S WHAT
CAUSES THEIR CUSTOMERS TO INVITE FRIENDS AND
RECOMMEND CARRARO'S. THIS IS WHAT CARRARO'S
HAS ACCOMPLISHED IN THE PAST AND HOPES TO
ACCOMPLISH IN THE FUTURE .•. TO BRING FRIENDS
TOGETHER SHARING A MEAL, AND WHAT BETTER
WAY TO SHOW OUR NEW FRIENDS WHAT GOOD
EATING IS ALL ABOUT THAN TO SPONSOR A 2 FOR 1
SALE. (11 AM TO 4PM).
WE'RE RIGHT ACROSS THE STkEET AT 108

VASSAR, S.£. COME ON OVER AND ENJOY.
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1x10pine
1811 X 24 11
2' X 2'
2' x3'
3' x 3'
3' X 4'

-~

19.45
26.05
31.85
50.20
59.83

36.98
39.98
49.98
~ 61.98
73.98

Sugar
.
Albuquc'r<JU<' C'il•icLight Opera. Company
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......
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Two courses this semester
(no prerequesites)
340~Russia through its literature

.t
.t
.
.
.
·~~P~.G~·s*t*-r~e~v~o· .~lu~ti*o*na*ry~·~··~c~u~lt~u*re*,*so~c~i~a~lis*t~~~~~·
J
MWF-l0~10:60am

See foil schedule. pdge 39 obove Spanish

~-*WATER

'

PO-LlUllOIM

*ENVIRONMENT

INTERESTED??

<:;0~/

------------------,
BACK TO SCHOOL

I TOLO THEM

I

A PllfCISI~II CUT AND
. WAVE/ T«EY PROCISfLYCUT1ll
MO~ey 1'/ZO/>\MYWAk~Er WAV£P
GOODBYE. A/Ji>LE~T MY HAIR
LOO~J!JG L}KE A SIRO'-'Hf$1//

I""= LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT

·.(

Russian Literature
in English

Realism, cohtemporaty revolt.

IWA~TED

~

an inttoductlbn t0 Russian
culture,
thought and social
340-Russia through its literature
an introduction to Russian culture,
thought and social problems. Shorter
works of Push kin, Gogol. Tolstoy, Dostoevsky,
Chekhov,plusoonternporary writers.
MW-7-8:16pm
Supplementary lectures on Russian
art ahd music.
343-Russian literature and revolutionfrom Mayakovski to Solzhenitsyh.
The role of literature ih a

In her first major ACLOA role, UNM political
science major Gin!lY~ Qal'land_plaxs the title role.
Alii1ough Marilyn Monroe's previous act is tough
tn follow, Garland's performance i~ strong,
bala!lcecl and blithely consistent. Garland was a
memberofUNM's CollegiateSingerslastye!J.r.
The College of
Steve Stevens, playing opposite Garland,
executes his hectic split-personality role.s of
Engineering is offering theseond other relevant
JoeJosephine and Shell delightfully. Stevens is a
topics i'o NON~ENGlNEERING majors this
UNM music major, a.nd like Garland, sang with
semester. These courses are designed for
the Collegiate Singers last year.
students in the humanities, social sciences, arts,
But, it is UNM music graduate Mark Youtzy
and education. Only a minimal amount of
who really stole the show. As Daphne, Youtzy's
mathematics is used when needed to explain
portrayal of the giddy,long-waisted sex symbol for
old men was outrageous. Dancing "like a fairy,"
basic principles. All courses are for 3 credit
baphne, stylishly dressed nncl tackily shod, is
hours and graduate credit is allowed except
really a beaut. His riotous peformance is
for engineering majors. Further Information may
memorable and should prove to be one of ACLOA's
be
obtained from the Uf'\JM Bulletin or the
best for-years to come.
Engineering College Office. FEC 107 (277-6521)
A perfect complement for Daphne, UNM Jaw
professor andACLOA veteran Garrett Flickinger's
ENG 320~Erglneerlng In its Social Context
MWF 11:00-11:50
peformance as Sir Osgood Fielding, Daphne's
n 12:30-1:45
ENG322-Appropriate Technology
lecherous love, is hilat·iously well.polished, wellMWF 8;00-8:50
ENG337-Water Pollution Control
executed and. professional.
TT 3:30-4:45
ENG382-Energy and the Environment
Sugar wll be prese11ted Aug.3l, Sept. 1, 7 and 8
TT 2:00•3:15
ENG385-Solar Energy Use
MW- 3:00·4:15 ~
Cf' SCI lOS-Survey of Computing
at 8:15 Pclll. and Sept. 9 at 2;15 p.m. Tickets are
$4, $5.50 end $7, with a $1 dil!count fot· students ~~\J
-:r JY.:=~f"r-'>. JY?;:::>
... ~.~~-. ~
and senior citizens.
\..l....i \ l..:] \}...;" \}...;" \}-...:;' _ \J-...,:;1 \J-...,:;1 \}...;" \}.J \}.d

l':arlier thi~ s0.ason. Caton was musical director
for ACLOA's L 'it Ab1zer. He also played his first
ACLOA lead in ('ompany,
Caton, al~o din•cting Lhe musk for St~gar, said,
"I <'njoy being involvt>d in th~ music aspect lllost of
all. I feel like I have more control over the show
when I'm in the pil,"
Based on the 1959 film, Some Likr: It Hot,
starring Marilyn Monroe, the plot of Sugar is a
reverse variaton on Shakespearean collledy in
which women, disguising themselves as men, get
themselves into l\ lotoftrouble.
In Sugar, two unemployed male musicians
accidentally witness the St. Valentine's Day
Massacre in Chicago and are then set up for a "hit"
themselves.
To escape, the musicians, Joe and Jerry,
disguise themselves as women and join an all-girl
band enroute to Miami.
Joe (now Josephine) falls for Sugar Kane, one of
the girls in the bimdwho is tired of"always getting
the fuzzy end
the lollipop." Sugar wants to
marty a millionaire who owns a yacht and wears
OHE M)'...
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*SOLAR ENERGY

splitting.

entl'l'Lainm~nt."
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A !itt!~ sugar, a littlt> spice makes everything
nke in ACLC)A 's final summ~r production of the
1979 season, Sugar, whkh opened this weekend at
Popl',ioy Hall.
Dir<'ctor Ken Caton said, "We tried to make
Sllgar :t tw<1-hoUJ' ~tovening of laughter rind fun:
'rhcre's not much mcnning. But it's a lot offun and

' ~

38044thNW
345·0506
~

flU~"'- "DO!tclu.tc

SANCHEZ BROTHERS

flte1ho;.Butc~er

•

glastws..
Sln:r,tngl··,._.:~.·
.Joe a11d ,Jerry (now Daphne) d~cide to make
·•·
---~·- -~~.
Sugar's dream came true. In t;he course of helping
Sugar, Da p~ne ?ecomes the o. bj ect of desire of Sir {')--":-::. ~-, ~ !)-":;:::., /).--"":;.::• 1~-'? ,1--"';::.
p
fl.--<'.;:."~
Osgood F1eldmg, an elderly, sex-starved
f \J-3 '!.}..8 \.l--d \t·~ \}.;.,' \J-.2 'L~ \} .. j I
millionaire,
The complicatons are obvious;. the results, side-

H:v Le~;lie Donovan

or

We a/so make Chests of Drawers,
Solid Pine Beds and more...
finishing also available

the small shop
with small prices

s.~la.-:y - o

thl:' wcmnn Wl,:o

"lfeamboat" C/ilplmn, played by Mark Voutzy,
I Photo by S. Montoya}

11ndWhY H::.s
come Bilclc

We have fine unfinished bookcases.
Compare our prices and quality!
Theirs:
24 Sizes

Gdrmtt Flic:fdnger !left) plays an aging
mt'l!ionalra, Sir Osgood Fiellfing. comtfn{l his

iHunthel-!e:W
M.~ Unok On
Worn~.:r{~ 1-te;\llh
Who bEva PetOr')

Need a home
for your books?
Ours:
154 Sizes

w·n.....,t To"t St<Y
lO
u W<tllt
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SPECIAL

NAT'L MEO BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

HAIRCUT
HENNA

~.U.IUIPIAN

12.50
12.50

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
rest pr_eparatiol'l Specialists
Sinte. 1938Enroll Now Foi' ~~11-CiassE!S

with student 10

Do You Need
Cash?

1

SPECIAL OFFER

COPIES
FOR STUDENTS & FACULTV

Earn *20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma

Please
Present
ID Card

Donor Center

CASH
NO CHECKS
PLEASE
I:ACH, 8% x 11, 20 lb. WHITE

EACH, 8V. x 14, 20 lb, WHiTE

WHILE YOU WAIT

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday ~ Saturday
Doctor in

a prompt, courteous service • convenient off-street parking il collating and
stapling, drilling and binding (addiilanat etiargesl • open seven (7) days a week to
give you more service • ~offSet printing, typesetting, artists, creative design.

residence

842-6991

DATACO'S concept [or the operation of a COfJYing and prfnfirlk business

tv SERVICE . .. NOW . .. WHEN YOU NEED IT! And enough t>quipment,

I

abiliry, and trai/led fJt•rsonnel to lzallflleallyourcopyingmtdprfntlng !leeds.

243-2841
171:! Lomas NE

CORNIOR of UNIVGf'ISITV AVE & LOMAS NE

.1307Cen~
~..::~-.. ~ ...... 'F?=Tl'
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Teacher .studies Mayan art
By Dan Gib,son
Al11ddin's l11mp and the
passwords "Open Sesame" have
ll!llock!ld treasure chests of the
past, but art historian Flora S.
Clancy is hoping to gain fame by
probing virgin territory.
Clancy, a lecturer and teacher
of pre·Colmnbian art, is involved
in
four-year study of relief
carvings of the 011ce magnificent,
but. now time-fogged culture of
the Maya of southern Mexico and
CentralAmedca.

a

UNM BALLROOM
DANCE CLUB WORKSHOPS
Fall79
Beginning c;lpsses in:
" Latin Hustle
Street Hustle
Country Western
West Coast Swing
Swing
Polka
General Ballroom
California Hustle
Registration table in S.U.B.
M-F l2-2pm

She has just left a five years of
teaching at Colgate .College
behind -for the, ·promise ()f
teaching two .survey COlJl'Ses in
pre.Cdlumbi;m architectllre at
UNM. Clancy is visibly excited
over the move, both because of
UNM's superior pre-Columbian
art resources (slides a11d books,
etc.) and because of New
Mexico's own unique vetsions of
pre-columbian art.
Clancy contends that there
were extensive cultural ex·
changes betwee!l Mexico, Central
America and the U.S, South·
west, but says there is little
"hard" evidence to point to
them. She says she hopes to
develop a h~nguage of vision that
will enable scholars to link
decorative styles, and, in turn,
cultural exchanges.
·
"I'm very much a creature of
my e1wiromnent," Clancy said,
and added that she expects to
familiarize herself with local art
s.oon in order to help her draw up
her theory p£ yisua.llangage-. ·
Visual-language, she says, has
not been carefully studied yet.
§§"Visual
evidence
has
traditionally not been sufficient
to prove links between different
cultures ... we don't know how to
re<Id visual i11formation."
Clancy is working on her
studies of the Mayan stone
carvings with a fellowship grant

For more infb call:

from the Robert Woods Bliss
Foundation of Dumbarton Oaks
Center in Washington, D.c.
With her study of the Mayan
stone. statues called stellas, she
said she hopes to develop · an
understanding of the conven tiona! ways the May ans
viewed and created their car,
vings. She said she expects to
find patterns of compositon, like
the Western World's use of
perspective to give the illusion of
depth, through her analysis of
forms and artistic devices.
§§If the stellas yield a code of
vision, Clancy says she will have
reached a most elllsive and
guarded treasure cache of the
Southwest with a new insight.
After th.is project, she says she
plans to move on to a study of
Andean stone sculpture, Her
eyes light up at this idea. The
sculpture of the Andes of South
America is even more neglected
than the stone. Work of Meso
America, sh.e says, and is
thought o-r as crude.-Clancy saysshe expects to turn that
assumption around.
Her work ofte11 takes her to the
Mayan area, and the historian
says of ail the hundreds of ruined
cities there, she likes Copan,
Honduras, the best,
"It's mainly the feeling it
evokes ... the a.rchitecture is
baroque, very complex. It's
rather astounding with its open
pll'\zas and its very intricate and
concentrated buildings,"
Another of Clancy's favorite

sites is Palenque, Mexico, and a
third is Tikal, Go,atamala,
perhaps th<;! Mayans' most
famous ruined city, Cl<Incy chose
Tikal as the topic for her Masters
thesis._
The
M11yans,
exc.ellent
astonomers and fortun.:> tellers;
might have fallen prey to their
own self-fullfilling prophecies of
cultural destruction, says
Clancy, She said she believes
th<It the flourishing society of the
Mayans disintegrated during the
period 900·950 A.D. under a
combination of forces,such as
over'populatioll, diseases and
bad weather.
§§Clancy half-jokes that if we
had their power of vi_s.io.n we
might find ourselves in a similar
position in the 1980's,
Her interest in pre-Columbian
art goes back to her grandfather,
she says. He took an avid in·
terest in American Indians,
traveling to the Southwest every
_two y_ears _from _New __ York. ____
1'hroughout high school the
his.torian wrote all her papers on
aspects of Mexico and Central
America. But she says it was art
historian George Kubler, a
former teacher of hers (coincidentally a teacher of UNM preColumbian teacher Margaret
Smith as well) who really sparked
her interest in pre· Columbian art.
§Add to these factors an ex·
paneling _interest and support at
UNM for pre-Columbian studies
and you can see why Clancy is
smiling these days.

Auditions-for the UNM Symphony Orchestra are today, Tuesday,
and Wednesday and open to all UNM stude11ts. C<!U Harold Weller a.t
277- 4036or277· 2126.
Audtions-for Agatha Christie's Mousetrap will be held tonight, 6
p.m. to 12 p.m., and tomorrow 9 a.m. to noon at Rodey Theatre in the
Fine Arts Center. Scripts are available in the Theatre office .. Per·
formance is schedul"'d for Oct. 10-14. Call Director David Hl!Y for
further information at 277-4332 ot 277-3027.
ASUNM presidential app-ointments committee meets in the SUB,Rni. 230, 4 p.m. today.
The Pre· Medical Professions Club tonight, 7:30. Ortega. $2 dues.
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Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents the

KINKS
Johnson Gym Sept. 8 at 8pm
Studehts $6.50 Public $7.50
and
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Popejoy Hall_ Sept. 17 · dt 8prn
Students $7.00 Public $8DO

I
I
I
I
I
1

Tickets available at the SUB Box Office
and all Tlcketrnaster Locations.

STANLEY CLARK

50¢ OFF at the door with this ad!

MOUNTAINTOI=J PROMOTIONS
ANO K·LVT PRESENT
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12120 Copp~r NE
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TICKETS '$4•$3291N ADVANCE
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For concert info, call293·8300 •
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BENNY HESTER~".oEIAND
KELLY WILLARC
AND
....liN\. KEN\PNER
FRIDAY. AUGUST 3'12! l 7:30
THE CHRISTiAN CENTER
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KIMO sees
fine re.cital
By Debbie Eildeberry
The IChno Th!later presented
"Music for Flute and Piano'' by
Christine P9tter ;md Dorenda
Morse Sunday.
Potter, the flutist, gave her
best performance in the last piece
of the dllo's recital. In the earlier
pieces, her runs lacked clarity,
Too often, she was weak at the
ends of the lines. As a result, she
almost lost_ or dropped the last
few notes of some passages.
However, the last piece,
Godard's "Suite for Flute al}d
Piano,'' Was exciting, complex,
and well played. Potter was able.
to overcome most of her previous
problems, and her notes were a
little clearer than in the earlier
pieces,
A)l btit two of the pieces
performed were duets for flute
and piano. Morse played two
piano solos: '' 10 Variations on an
Air of G. W. Gluck K ._455" by
Mozoart and "Rondo Capriccioso
in E Major Op. 14" by Men·
dclssohn, 1'he Mendelssohn piece
was . at -·fi~st- a little too
mechanical, but the remaining
nine•tenths was excellent, She
has a clear, confident style.
Also performed in. Sunday's
recital were Bach's "Sonata VI in
E Major" and Bloch's "Suite
Modae for Flute and Piano."
Both musicians received their
BA and MA degrees at UNM.
Potter is currently the concert
manager of the AUA Downtown
Center for the Arts, manager of
the Cimarosa Chamber Players,
preside11t of the Albuquerqe
}?lute Club and president of
Southwest Music Management.
Morse plays for the Orchestra
of Santa Fe; studies with Ralph
Berkowitz, teaches privately and
conducts group piano classes for
the Community College.

-

===And now that you're back .... run on down to=====
Odyssey for ALL your favorites in Bock, Soul, Jazz,
Country, Disco, Classics and more!
lr-F_R_A_N_K_M_A_R.,...IN-0-'--&-1
.---R.,-0.,-N___
W_O_O
__D
__ _,
MAHOGANY RUSH

GIMME SOME NECK

Tales of the Unexpected

NICK
lABOUR

Orchestra
lacks feeling

OF LUST
mcludrng·

cruel To

By John Capute

BeY•nd

At Keller Hall on Sunday, the
Albuquerque Chamber Orchestt•a
performed 90 minutes of
polished, competent, but often
perfunctory music. There was an
overall feeling of everything
being played safe, of few chances
being taken.
1'he highlight of the afternoon
was the guest appearance of
flautist .Frank Bowen and harpist
Anne Eisfeller. Performing on
Mozart's Concerto for Flut¢ and
Harp irt C, Bowen, a professor
here at UNM, proved himself to
he a musician of verve, conttol,
and style. .His lyrical runs and
finely honed tremelo lifted the
music to one of its only moments
of htspiration. all afternoon.
Eisfeller, though given Jess
opprotunity to stand out, had
every bit of control of her in·
strument as Bowen. Her playing
relied mote on economy and
subtlety than fast- fingered
virtuosity.
Musically, there was little fault
with the Chamber Orchestra..
Mozart's La Fit•ta Glardiniera,
First Movement, was given an
appropri,ately light and airy
treatment. Shubert's Symphony
No. 5 in 13b Major, a Jollg and
complsx composition, was
performed flawlessly.
'!'he problem with the
Otchestta was the facelesness of
the musicians. There was a
coldness to the (lt6ceedil1gs, a
precision .too machinelike. The
identity of the musicians felt
secondary to the identity of the
music.

RLCORD &- TADL
INJUL HORL
I~ ON ~ALL

'Uiabett BGA.l'l
HiFi.
lnclUdhig:
~
Love Allasl'HiFi LovefUke You Do
JCa_rn WaltJMan B. Goode

THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND
Includes Running Like The Wind
Last OfThe Singing Cowboys
Answer To Love/Melody Ann

-~

Running Like The Wind

ALBUQUERQUE'S FINEST
RECORD STORES!

2110 CENTRAL
AV.ENUE S.E.
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One exception was a collarless corduroy suit,
which wus worn with an ascot and pin, but which
could be worn with a camisole for decollete.
Tonv Hamilton. WhCl modeled men's fashions.
'!'he "athletic look," although not as versatile,
wom.. i1is >'Wl•ater tucked into his pants. K(!ndle
St>l'med the most likely to be adopted by students.
!'immons, who 'II bf' a freshman at UNM thi~ fall,
Reddish said the fashion is "body conscious wore hvr argyle sweater vest over her skirt, but
when you've got it, flaunt it." The outfit shown
tlipped it at the waist with a narrow belt. "'l'here
was burgundy velour and included several pieces
are lots of bets this season and in lots of different
for dressing up or down, Only this time, the
widths," said Heddish. "Shoulders are padded to
dressing down meant removing the long warm·up
make the waist look smaller."
pants to reveal white velour shorts which buttoned
The "new neutral" for this full is burgundy. It ·from waist to thigh on the hip side. This, i!pW<IS dyed into everything from the' 'new, narrower,
parently, offers the athlete or wearer more
hip-bone length jacket and straight kick-pleat freedom. Reddish said the athletic clothing is no
skirt, modeled by Kathy Townes, to her "wrap" longer merely functonal and comes in-an array of
belt, textured hose and clutch purse. A tiny blue bright colors.
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UNM STUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE
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Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying 6
or mor~ hours. fCoverag{' for dependents of eligible
<ih.ld4•nt;; also a\·ailahk•.)

~

PROGRAM THAT IS A
GOOD DEAL

~

S1udent organizations wishing to re-charter for the 79-80
school year should check mailboxes and mailing addresses for re-chartering forms, Questions? contact
Student Activities befGxe Sept. 14th at 277·4706 room
106 N.M. Union Bldg.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HEAVY
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND
A GUARANTEED GOOD JOB WHEN
YOU GRADUATE??
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Re-Chartering
Deadline-Sept. 14
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Kathy Townes wears one of the more expensive fur garments a
fully "fe_t_out" minkcaat. ' 1Letout'' means the animal's skin was
cut diagna/ly,(Photo by S. Montoya!

*

Freshmen and Sophomores!!! ~

~

'l'he "frontier look" is a dressier version of whrit
a Jot of college women are already wearing .. a
denim skirt and cotton ·blouse. The difference is in
shape. The new skirt is straight with a kick pleat,
scalloped pockets with piping and pearl buttons,
worn just below the knee with midcalfboots. Boots
are shorter this year, ankle-high for pants and
midcalf for skirts. 'rhe blouse is western style with
piping at the colla\' and yoke, pearl buttons, and
worn with a string tie. Most fashions shown
buttoned all the way to the throat where they were
accented with grosgrain ribbon, ties, or pins.

.. Tlu• s!lapes arp remini~cPnt of doth<'S of thP 40s
and :if!><. The waist i.; l'mplm;;ized in dot.hing for
both wmrwn and men. In fnd. nearly ev<•ryt.hing
"hnwn was boltPd at th<• wai~t, im·luding sweaters.

.

~

Wardrobe extension 'seems to be one of the few
advantages to be gained from this season's
fashions. The return of the "little black dress,"
spiked heels, and furs does nothing for the college
coed, but some of the fashions, such as the
"frontier look" and the simpler suits in corduroy,
could be worn in school and later, after graduation,
in the business world.

The "pulled together" look is achieved through
careful attention to detail. The clothes shown were
a study in textures, shapes and colors.
Detailing included piping on belts, shoes and
purses and some of the jackets. "More than just
decorativ<'" pockets with outside flaps were
feutured on jal'kNs. skirts and pant.s. Blouse and
shirt eollam. as wPll as jacket collars,-were smaller
and narrow<•r.
"Tiwre's a lot of surfa~e interest in fabrics this
sL·a~on. \V;•'Il ht• SL>t•ing widt•·wal!! ami no-wal<>
..:onluroy. twt·<·ds. nubby argyk-s, and lots of soft.
tmu·hahl!' fab1·ies," RNldish said. "And t.here's a
lot mor;• natural Hlwr in clot hPs this ypar."

"J

~

hi' purollnr outfit included straighl leg,
plr:atPd, and t'itr,ed to the waist, trousers, whieh
may lw pun·hased separately. "You can really
l'Xll'!ld your wardrobe with a suit like this," she
said.
t

look "right."
In this year of the "totally drt's~ed woman." the
fashion conAcious should "think in terms .of ac·
cessories ··gloves, hat$, and jewelry," said Nancy
Heddish of Sears, who coordinated !.\ fall fashion
pr.eview at the Albuquerque Inn last week. "1'he
clothes can he.dressed up or down with accessories,
but the look is always 'pulled together,"' she said.
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Israelis deny cease ..fire violation
By D!litlld Pressl!lternational

Israeli military sourc!ls said
Sunday Isra<01l's armed forces are
not directly involved in the U.N.·
mediated cease-fire in sou them
Lebanon and a government
spokesman said attacks on
suspected Palestinian guerrill!l
strongholds woUld continue.
But the Israeli :newspaper
Yedioth Ahronoth reported from
Washington that the U.S.
government pressured Israel into
agreeirtg to a cease-fire by

w!lrning that Washingi<m would
support. an Arab· sponsored
censure of Israel in the U.N.
Se"urityCouncil.
Intermittent artillery and
mor.tlir fire·wer!l reported a.long
the border anc! e<Jch side accuse
. the other of violating the second
cease-fire in less than a day. 'rhe
Lebanese government pledged to
press. for international sanctions
against Isrliel for 11ttacks across
the border.
A U.N. spokesman in Beirut

reported
a.
"unilateral
agreement'' was obtained for a
cease-fire at 5 a.m. (11 p.m. EDT
Saturday) and ''seems to be
holding."
Sowces in Tel Aviv maip..
tained Israel was :not directly
involved. They said the Israeli
army respond!ld to .a U.N.
request and asked renegade
Lebanese army Maj. Sa ad
Haddad, who c.ontrols the
Lebartese Christian enclave along
Israel's northern border, ff he

Israel, including surplus. tanks
and artillery piece~>. His mUitiq
helps
Israel
in
keeping
Palestinians from penetrating
.across the border for attacks
insidetheJewishstate,
Israeli cabinet secretlirY Arye
Naor told new~men after the
regular weekly meeting that
Israeli attacks on the guerrillas
would continue.
"We want to prevent them
from carrying out ... their socalled politics of killing civilian

Yadin, jUst baCk from a" political
mission" to tiJe U.S., and
Foreign Minister Moshe Daya!l
on· U.S.'Israeli relatio:ns and
events il)thE! U.N.
In Beirut, Foreigi) Minister
Fuad Butros s11id Ch!ls.sen Tueni,
Lebanon's U.N. ambasador, had
been instructed to mturn to New
York to press the Leban~Jse
complaint before the Security
Oouncll.
An earlier reported agreement
that was to have gone into effect

innocentpopulation,"he.said,.
The. cab~et was. ,bnefed by
rece1v1ng m11Jtary a1d from Deputy Pnme Mimster Yigael

at. _12 hDon {6 a;m; ED'r)
Saturday coilapsed w1thm hours.

~-----------------· wouldacceptacease-fire.
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I Jackson says U~S. pushed
II by Begin's hard line, Arab oil
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WASHINGTON (UP!) - The Reov .. Jesse
"Our feeling is that Americans must be free to
JaCkson said Sunday Israeli. Prime Minister negotiate. in a way th11t will make the Palestinians
Menachem Begin is forcing the U. S. to choose commit themselves to not destroying Israel,"
between its own needs and Israel's by his hardline Jackson said. "This coup try is bound by a no-talk
approach..to thePalesti:n1aM.- -- ---policy, it-limits its-ability to protect its national ·
Jackson, head of Operation Push, said the oilinterest direclty, and Israel's interest indirectly."
rJCh Arab .states are trying to use their clout to
Jackson said Arab oil states have $141 billion in
pressure the U.S. into being more responsive to the monetary reserves, more than half of it in dollars,
Palestinians.
and that this ec\lnomicmuscle cannot be ignored .
At .the same time, he said, the administration is
"Therefore it is the sheer pressure of Arab
hampered by Israel's firm stance against any economic leverage that is forcing the country to
discussion with the Palestine Liberation shift, to expand its middle east policy,'' and to
Org<Jrtization.
recognize both Israelis and Palestini.ans have
"I ~ould argue tha~ Mr. Begin., by trying to bind serious interests, Jackson said .
America to a hard-lme liPproach, is forcing this
Jackson Said the question of an independent
country to choose 1;1etween America's own interest state for the Palestinians must be addressed and he
and his.interest," Jackson said.
is... inclined'' to ravorformingone.
Jackson .said the administration cannot resolve
Be said American blacks can identify with the
the Palestinian problem and make sure Israel stays h<Jrdships of Palestinian refugees and stand to
secure if it refuses to talk to the Palestinian s1:1ffer most if America is faced with a cutoff of
leaders. •
Arab oiL
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1 M1ss has.moustache, no dough
I W HE E L IN G , W . VA . enterEld the contest as a lark The long-haired youth even
1 !?PI~- T~rry Ryan w~s named a wlwn ~e got ~Jett;1r. frompageant .sent a picture, as requested, but
I fl?aJ.J~t. m.. the M1ss West orga.mzers m Chnton, N.C., it was after that he decided to

!:.!----------------Q
II!!

B~d~ad's ~o~ces ha:Ve been

.
.
grow a moustache and trim his
V1rg1ma-Umted States Teenager st~tmg:
~As an outstandmg teenager hair ..
in your community, you have
Ryan, a. high school senior, been recommended for com·
'ro his surprise, he g 0 c a letter
petition in the pageant.''
· from pageant officials saying he
He and his older brother Rick had been selected as a finalist in
filled out the application form.
the competition to be held Sept ..
"We just sent it in to see what 28·30 in Charleston, W.Va.
they Would say,'' he said,
.
All he had to do was mail in his
Nowhere did the application
$200
fee.
have a place to mark gender.
But it did ask for height and
'}I was tempted to see it
weight-to which he dutifully through, but $200 is still $200,
o..
reported as 6-feet·l and 160 and I could use it somewhere
poUnds,
else," said the Wheeling high
Gf:NTRA~·
In space marked "hobbies,'' he school student. in deciding to
listed touch football and dropout.
basketbalL

1 p"ageant~but thatwas before he
I started growinghismoustac.he.

[¥IruE~
fi1lrnli11~rnm~oonlf->
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STORE~·~·~
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Save Some Bucks On Books
Use NM PIRG Book Co·op
NEW ME)(ICO

PUBL.IC INTEREST
RESEARC GROUP

1057 Mesa Vista Hall (UNM)
277-2757

IlTLE OF BOOK
Dept. ----~-------------~Course No. ~Sectioh No-:-·_~
Buy
Sell
(Circle ohe) If sellihg, how much are you askihg?~.-~-~----~~----~~

NAME_·----~---------~~~--~---~~--------~~---------~-PHONE
NrylPIRG suggests chargihg lOOk to 20% over Bookstore buyback rate. lhe maximum buy back rate is 50% of the hew book
pnce. The mark-up on us~ books bought back !s approximately 69%. Therefore, the buyer cah save 30% to 40% .by uslrx:J
PIRG BOOK CO·OP. Assoc1.ated Students of the Unverslty of New Mex1co. Leave Completed Forms At suB Information Booth.
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Hurricane believed threat
in great Mexican oll spill

Mary the ·Rhino celebrates

CORPUS CHRIST!, Texas (UPI) - The due south of Galveston a)ld a .one-half-mile by 2government team fighting Sunday to keep the mile patch ·of the oil and water emulsion known as
mammoth Mexican oil spill away, from the winter mousse 17 miles off the Port Mansfield cut ·home of the rare Whooping Crane also kept close offici!lls moved equipment into position to protect
watch on a storm with the potential for over- Matagorda Bay and monitored the storm breWing
whelming their defenses,
500 miles aWIIY·
Officials decided to use sand to fill in Cedar
"The n<Itional wC!Ither service is w!ltching the
Bayou. '.('he only natural passage into shallow back development of a low pressure area in the bay of
bays in the 60 miles between .Port Arai)sas and Campeche." said federal team spokesman Roger
Port O'Connor .
Meacham.. ''The Miami Hurricane Center is
The action was ordered to protect the Aransas sending a research plane to the bay.''
National Wildlife Refuge- winter home for most of
'!'he low pressure area has been slowly building
the world's 100 Whooping Cranes. A tempor11ry for a week in the area near the blown-out Txtoc I
line of booms already had been placed across the will, which has beert spewing 10,000-30,000 barrels
entrance to the inlet flowing through San Jose and a foil daily into Mexican waters, and experts feared
its development .into a major storm could wre11k
Matagorda Islands,
"Immediately behind Cedar Bayou i$ Blackjack havoc on U, S. efforts to keep the spill from af'
Penninsula, the Winter habitat of the Whooping fecting fr<Jgile wildlife and drenching the white
Cranes and that certainly entered into my beaches of the Texas coast,
decision,'' said Coast Guard Capt. Roger Madson,
In Miami, Hurricane Center forecaster Miles
who heads the multi-agency, federal spill-fighting Lawrence said a "very large"' amount of
clou.diness was occurring over the southwest gulf of
team.
Madson said the 3-mile-long waterway, which Mexico.
varies from a h<Jlf-mile wide at its bro11dest point
"Whenever an area of cloudiness in ·the gulf
and Parrows to 100 feet, would be closed by the starts to appear organized we always send 11 plane
sand barrier only until the giant spill'S ecological and monitor very closely because of the nature of
·. the threat,''- Lawrence said,,'"Ido think conditions ·
threat ends,
While debris from the spill continued to float are favorable for this thing to intensify, but l don't
northward - including one patch of sheen35 miles have any evidence that anything is happening.

BROOKFIELD, Ill. (UPI) - Last ye<Jt Mary tore up her
birthday cake, but her fi·iends are giving her another chance this
year.
Mary, belie.ved to be the oldest rhinoceros in captivity, turns
46 ne){t Thursday a:nd her friends at Brookfield 200 will honor
·her with a sp<:lci.al yogu!'t·iced cake, containing grass, fruits,
apjl]es, bananas and carrots.
At last year's party, Davis said, ''When we sang 'happy
birthday,' Mary got a little bit ·upset after the third chorus."
She then tore into her cake. This year, there. may be only one
chorus.
If Mazy adds a few pounds from her celebration, no one
should notice the difference - she weighs about 1112 tons .. Her
annual food bill is estimated to be $3,000 a year. And at 46,
Mary is reportedly the oldest rhinoceros in captivity.

FRYE BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

-20°/o
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OSHA-hasn't cut injury
WASBXNGTON (UPI)~The
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has failed to
significantly reduce worker
injury and illness since its inception in 1970, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce charged
Sunday.
Chamber labor relations attorney Mark De Bern11rdo,
writing in the organization's
weekly "Washington :Report,"
said employers spent $25 billion
between 1972 a:nd 1979 on safety
and health ·of employees, ~rid
taxpayers will pay $1 blllion for
the 1971-80 period on OSHA's
budget.
"In the wake of piles of more
OSHA rules and paperwork, fatal
injuries ort the job soared by
more than 24 percent during 1976
to 1977, climbing from 4,480
deaths to 5,560 death," he said.
He said a 2.5 percent-decrease
between 1973 and 1977 '"is
overshadowed by this more
recent upswing."
De Bernardo said his 1976

figure came fr~m the Bure11u of
Labor Statistics. In 1977 the
BLS counted. only those fatalities
in firms of 11 or more employees,
which totaled. 4, 760. Be said a
top
Labor
Department
statistician,
B.ill
Meade,
estimated 800 more deaths in
firms of 10 or fewer employees.
In addition, De Bernardo said
serious workplace injuries are up
more than 15 percent over a six•
year period and the severity of
the accidents increased 20
percent.-. .,,f ,":.1..,,:-11·~:1"! t<"·':' : • . . .
OSHA spokesman James
Foster reacted to De Bernardo's
·charges by noting National
Safety Council dat!l that. work
accidents in 1977 cost $20.7
billion.
''It seems to me that over an
eight•year period, a $1 bjllio:n
taxpayers' expense working to
reduce that amount is pretty
modest,'' Foster said.
He said whatever one thinks of
OSHA's efforts to make job sites
safer, federal law says it is the

Vet monument supported
WASHINGTON
(UPl)- Veteran Jan Scruggs is
trying to raise $1 million to build
a monument .that will sewe as a
"delayed victorY parade" for the
men who took part in the
Vietnam War.
In the two months since he
first announced his goal, Scruggs
said .he has raised $4,000 and now
is feeling optimistic.
"We're becoming an accepted
organization," he said. ''Nearly·
everyone on Capitol Hill knows
about us.
The project~ officially call~d
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Fund~ has sUpport from Sens,
Daniellnopye, D-Hawali, Dennis
Decondnl,
D·Ariz.,
Pete
Dominici, :R-N.M, and Charles
Mathias, R-Md., who is span•
sating legislation to have the
monument included in the
National.Park system.
Scruggs said he expects mom
Capitol Hill endorsements
because members· of :Congress
''are all resigned t(! the. fact that
we're going to build a: memorial
and that we can't be stop~Jetl.
"I want the monument to he a
lastiJ;tg reminder to those who

··made the ultimate sacrifice," said
Scruggs, Who \Vas Wounded
himself in Vie.tnam in 1968.
Scruggs, Who has a masters
studied in
fellow
veterans
andhe
found
degree
sociology.,
said
has
about a third of them .have
pscyhological problems as a
result of the war and that public
reaction has made their read•
justlr!ent difficult.
'rhereis ''no Vietnam soldier in.
the Tomb of. the Unknown
Soldier," he said. "ln. previous
wars the ceremony for the
''unknown" served lis a ritual
healing. for the country.
Scruggs said the monument
will be "in effect, a delayed
victory parade'' for those who
participated in the Will\
Sculptor Rick Hatt, who was
eommissioited to do work at
Washillgton's
Nadon.al
Cathedral, will design the
monument. He said he has
completoo several sketches and
expects to have a model ready ill
·september. Possibilities inclfiile
an obelisk, li. cariUort, and ·a
sculpture, displaying the names
of the 57,114 servicemen who
clied in Vietnam,
·

employer wh.o is ultimately
responsible.
"There is no one, as far as I
know, who can lay those
fataliti.te.s .at OSHA's .feet," he
said. "They are at the employer's
feet."
"Look at the grain elevator
explosions. Was that OSHA's
fault? Was the scaffold collapse
at Willow Island (W.Va.}
OSHA's fault?" Foster added.
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lobo
men's
shop
243·6954

2120 Central SE

Grand Re-·Opening

20%.0FF
everything in the store!
We carry a full line
of Danskins

Located in the SUB

242-0281

_si:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;iii~~~~~~~i~~~~:~~~~~
We are a member-owned, worker-m~naged bicycle shop.
Expert repairs on all makers-all ~ork is guaranteed.·
or
Do yourotvnrepairs in.ourshop. We'll supply
the tools you need a~ well as competent instruction,
Bicycle comttlllfoi's, we tarry'il tvide variety of locking devices; ilglols, bicycle bags and racks, all at llet!f
reasotu~ble prices, city .lnke route maps availa!Jle at tw cltarge. Our uniqlle speci(l/ order policy wi/l:iavc
yotlr money. Fora limited time, incredible savings on Protogs JO(}% wool ctjckJ clvtlting,
AlstJ •iocl<ing:
Campagnolo • Cinelli • Clement• }\egina • I<irllattd • Avocet • Trek handbuilt framcscts
and.miiij tJtl.er fine P,1rls ai•d AtccsiiOri~.

/,ocated i;a ilat Altehllllive ColtaltiUhlly. Cetltcr, 10()
Girard SE:, across from campus.

Call us.at21l5·5170
Open l0-6Mon thru.Sat

•
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Amy· Carter's voice ..
greets river crowds 1::~

Executive Ham didn't snort
WASHINGTON (UPJ)-The
White House says Chief of St&ff
Hl;ill)ilton .Jordan is the victim of
"false &nd sens&tional charges"
_raised by the owners of a jet·set
New York disco club, who claim
Jordan. sniffed cocaine in the
club! s basement hide&way one
night last year.
The Justice Dep&rtment
announced laJe Friday it has
ordered the .FBI to ''conduct a
preliminary inve$tigation" under
the ethics in government act,
which compels inquiry in to
complaints of a serious nature
lodged against any high
government official.
Shortly before midnight
Friday, the White House issued a
statement.
defending
Jor·
dan- who is trying to sh!!ke a
reputation for controversy- and
questioning the motivation of his
acc;users, who are under criminal
indictment.
"Mr. Jordan states flatly that
the allegation is untrue," the
statement said.

"
.This allegation comes
from persons indicted and
awaiting trial for criminal tl!X
evasion. These crimimtl defend!lnts. have a cle!lr interest in
making false and sensational
charges .in an effort to bargain for
leniency.''
The drug-use charges against
Jordan were lodged a few days
ago-While President Carter was
cruising down the Mississippi
River--'by attorneys for Steve
Rubell and lan Schrager, owners
of New Yo.rk' s fashionable Studio
54 disco club,
They were indicted June 28 on
tax evasion, obstruction of
justice and conspiracy charges,
A Whne House spokesman
said Saturday Carter learned of
the charges only Thursday night,
when. Attorney General Ben·
jamin Olviletti phoned him
aboard the Delta Queen and
notifi!!d him the Justice
Department had begun its
inquiry.
Jordan learned oLthe hom·

bshell charges that same night, for the cooperation of these
the spokesman said, when an 'defendants , .• we did not raise
FBI agent phoned him at home the issuefirst."
and Jordan invited him to come
According to the New York
right over and begin questioning, Times.. the Rubell·Schrager
The spokesman also said attorneys told the J ilstice
Jordan is consulting private Department Jordan visit.ed
attorney, Steve Pollak and Studio 54 in April 1978 with
Henry Ruth of the Washi11gton White House Press Secretary
firm of Shea and Gardner "to get Jody Powell and went to a
toll"ether anything he or they can secluded basement room where
think of' t.hat might assist the select patrons allegedly use
FBI's investigation.
drugs.
Mitchell Rogovin, an attorney
Quoting "two sources familiar
for Schrager, rej~ted the White with the cas.e," the Times. said it
House counter-charge that the was alleged that Jordan asked for
alleg!ltion was trumped up in an cocaine and sniffed it in the
effort by buy leniency.
presence of Rubell, Powell and "a
"We made what we consider to drug dealer known as 'Johnny
be a proper allegation of C."'
wrongdoing to the Department of
The White House statement
Jus.tice and its up to them now to sought to knock down the
pursue it's," Rogovin said in a credibility of that allegation by
telephone interview. "We do not stating: "Mr. Powell, who is
believe we made a sensE~tio!lal or alleged to have witnessed the
inappropriate allegation."
supposed incident at Studio 54,
As for the motivation in filing states that he has never b!len to
the compl!lint, Rogovin said, Studio 54."
"The-U .S.-attorney's office asked - -Powell-furtlief said- neither-he

nor Jordan were in New York
City in April1978, as alleged, nor
in March or May of that year.
The Times quoted Justice
Dep!lrtm!lnt officials in New York
saying they regard th!l charge
against Jordan as ''dubious."
Jordan, in an interview with
the Times, personally denied he
used drugs or even visited ''.the
basement'' during the one visit
he has made to Studio 54,
"People can say anything they
want about me, and I just have
to sit here," he was quoted
saying,
F.or Jordan,
the drug
allegation is the latest
seVE)ral
alleged incidents-all denied by
him-that have saddled him with
a "bad boy" image and given
ammunition to W!ishington
critics who assert he should not
be holding his un!"iv!llled position
of influence as a presidential
adviser.-

of

Two to battle in Mississippi run-off
Jackson, Miss. (UPI) Mississippi Lt .Gov. Evelyn
Gandy makes a bid to b~ome the
state's first woman governor
Tuesday in a Democratic runoff
election against a lawyer who is
trying for a political comeback.
Gandy and attorney William
Winter. who al~o has served as
lieut<:;mmt governor, have both
fought tnugh campaigns across
the stt<t" since their 1·2 finish in
the Aug. '7 primary election.
Each of the veteran politicans

has gone hunting for votes that
went to the four losers in the first
election.
The winner of Tuesday's runoff
will face republican Gil Car·
michael, a Meridian auto dealer
who defeated delta planter Leon
Bramlett in the first-ever GOP
primary for
governor in
Mississippi. CarmichaO?I. a
Hmcwth·talking veteran C!lm·
p!ligner, was defeateg by Gov.
Cliff Finch in the 1975 governor's
r!lce.

Finch .is a north Mississippi
Democrat who swept to office in
1&75 with a black lunchbox as his
symbol .and strong support from
rural, blue collar and black
voters,
His !ldministration, however,
has been tainted by allegations of
corruption, and he is prohibited
by law from seeking m-elec~ion.
Gandy, 58, a veteran of more
than 30 years in office, led the
Democratic primary with about
:lO percent of the vote. She was

.
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Golfer ·''putts' goose in place
J;!AL'l'IMORE (UPJ)-Tracking down the true story of how a rare
Canada goo~e met .its death at a prestigious Washington•area golf
course is turning into a wild goose chase.
Prosecutors had contended that Sherman A. Thomas used his
putter to club the goose todeath because the bird's honking distracted

killedittoputitoutof.itsmisery.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Kurt Schmoke now says, "Neither the
~ putting story nor the'mercy .killing story is entirely accurate."
r.i And it appears the true story of how the goose met his death at the
~ par-4, 17th hole might never be told.
j·! Thomas was fined $500 Thursday as part of a plea blli"gain
agreement in which he was cit!ld for a criminal violation. Earlier, he

fi

UNM Box 20, UNr.,
Albuquerque, NM

... . .

Winter, a former JiPutenant
govemor, was b~aten in. a 19G7
runoff for gov.;rnor by ex-Gov.
,John Bell Williams and again in
1975 by Finch. liP also has
served as ~tate treasurer and tax
collector.

fi

87131

. . . .. .

Equal Rights Amendment, which
has not been ratified in
Mississippi, but added it was a
question for the legislature to
settle.

::: him;
t!~i The d efense countere d.th. at t h e goose had been injured. b y_ a hit
· ba 1·I
ti at the Congressional Country Club in Bethseda, Md., and Thomas

or by mall to:

i·i

elected lieutenant governor in
1975 and has held numerous state
posts, including treasurer, in·
surance commissioner and
welfare commissioner.
A one-time aide to Mississippi
political boss Theodore Bilbo,
Gandy preached her record of
state service in a low-kPy, low·
budget drive. Like Winter and
otlwr candidates in the racl!, she
said if elected shP will n•turn
honest goveJ·nment to the state.
She has said she supports the

. . Ji
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Kick off.meeting Thursday, Aug. 30, at 7:00pm in
Rrn. 340 of the Family Practice Center Building,
located on North Campus.
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THURMONT,
Md.,
"Hi,'' she said in a high
(UPI)-As President Carter's squeaky voice as she stood on
l)noffici!ll re-election campaign tiptoe to reach the microphone.
moves into high gear, there is a The crowd of 10,000 responded
new fore<) to be reckoned with warm cbQckles and apwith-AmyCarter.
plause.
The President's 11-year-old
Other small highlights of the
daughter shook hands, signed presidential trip:
autogr!lphs and delivered two of
~The Carters got !l steady
the short.est political speeche$ on shower of gifts, including
record while accompanying her flowers, dolls, books, sketches of
parents on a week-long cruise themselves, an old flag, a b!lsket
down the Mississippi River.
of cant!lloupe and a stethoscope,
She was included in virtually
-Among the small armada of
all the numerous appearances ptivate boats that followed the
Carter made along the river bank Delta Queen was one curious
from St. Paul, Minn., to St. craft made from an old
Louis.
automobHe. As those aboard the
Amy made a reluctant sternwheeler tl"ied to figure out
speaking debut in Ft. Madison, its make; ono; presidential aide
Iowa, when the Pelta Queen declared, "It's a Chrysler. You
stopped at a lock and the know how you c&n tell? It has to
President stood on the bridge to be bailed out."
address 1,000 people.
-The Ia rges t contingent
With his daughter at his side, within the presidential party was
Carter whispered, ''Say 'hi.,' members of the Whlte House
Amy .. "_ _
- --communications agency, whose
She shook her head and said, taslr was to keep Oarter .in touch
"No."
With (;he outside world. Depsite
Her father gently whispered, that, however, when the
"Say it."
President chose to have serious
Under that pressure, Amy discussions, he did it from land.
gave in.
He spoke with Secretary of State
''Hi," amounted to the full text Cyrus Vance from a telephone at
of her speech.
a John Deere factory near Prairie
On Friday, at the journey's Du Chien, Wis., and Vi'ce
close in St. Louis, a similar President Walter Mondale from a
exchange ·went on between telephone at a C!lVe outside
parent and child.
Hannibal, Mo.

For more
information

call:·
266...2343

certain .people,'' said Sgt,
Thomas George of the nar.cotics
section. "It was sort of like a
promotional thing. It said
something to the effect of, 'A free
one~ Freak of the Week."'
"If you had one of the cards
and it had a green stamp on you
were entitled to a free pack of
dope," he said.
Police got one of the flyers
through an informer and staked
out a playground named as the
site of the giveaway Friday,George said.
"It sounds like they wanted to
get their customers back,''
George· said. ''We've been
putting the heat on them in
different parts of the city."
Runners at the playground
directed customers to a nearby
.flat where they were to pick up
the heroin. Police moved in after
about 20 people received. what
appeared to be small packets of
the drtl , investi ators said.

Student Special
A simple, basic single
lens reflex for the
beginning enthusiast.
Despite Its modest cost,
it includes many of the
features found in
professional cameras,
and it accepts popular
screw-mountlenses.lt
isah Ide~ I camer~ tor
educational use.

YOUR FUTURE
Whether you go to coilege no longer has to be based on
how much money you con earn during the summer.
Air FOrce ROTC otters a tour, tliree or two•y.earscholaishlp
to pay you $100 a month and all tuition, .textbook and lab fees.
With moneyproblems reduced, lhe decision to go to college Is
your own,
.
The Air FDrce needs dedicated officers in a Variety of ,jllffet"
enf jobs, and one of these jobs is bound to fit Info your picture,
After graduation ond commissioning, you'll find challenging
work along with the chance to grow through experience,
Find out about the Air Force ROTC scholarship program today, If's a great way to help yourself through those tough cOl·
lege years and a greal way ta get reody for an exclfing future,
as a commissioned officer In the United States Air Force,
For l"orther Information Call:

Captain Trice.
277-4502
277-4602
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*Located one block e.11st of Louisiana
at7208CentralSE262-l74-l
*Open Monday thru Saturday 10 to.6
*Ample parking• in rear
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Featuring a complete selection of over 1,000 components and supplies used in the manufacturing and
assembling of jewelry items, such as liquid silver, gold or shell heishi llccklaccs, chokers, earring;.
bola cords, zip lock hags, watch centers- plus many more items: all at competitive prices. Special:
Walch Band Centers, Adjustable $1.00 cadJ. Zip Lock bag; at $9.95 per 1000 and up. Silver plated
chains 10 ct:nts each. Dum bell labels $2,45 per box, Olive Shell2-3mm 95 cents each., hcishi.
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- flora
- 1 arrangeme11ts, si(Jglc and double
- rose stem vases, hair combs, $tick pins,
Lasting and exquisite
lapel pins and wedding a11d pany corsages ir) eight different colors. These roses are made from shaved
wood from the care of the Wata Tree which grows in the rice padd_i_es in the Orient. Rose fragrance
spray bottle guarantees perpetual loving scent·of ~ctual roses, Most unusual gifts at affordable prices
at Flowers .by Karen. Perfect gifts for hospitalized friends. Stop buying dc.odorant wicks for the
bathrooms. Here's a perfect substitute. You spray the flowers weekly and they last forever.
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Specializing in a complete line of the finest handcrafted pink mother of pearl jewelry, tie-tacks, shell
hcishi chokers, Navajo sand painting., wall cloc;ks and desk set clocks, turquoise and liquid silver
design necklaces. Gold Filed & Sterling Chokers and Bracelets.
Present this at! for a free pair of earring..·· \vith the J>tirehaS<l of $10.00 or more.. Wholesale ·prices are
•
available for large quantity
buyers.
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A wide llSSortment of 14 karat gold chains and bracelets at the most competitive price rallgc. Cards
:md gifts for all occasions; gift wrapl>ir>g, hanp maile macrame; get a ftec card with ally purchase of
$10.00 or more. Rae al.so buys, sells and tr~tles HUMMEL fit,'Urincs anil plates from her privatn collccHor1.
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pets, plush animals, m_oney b:mks, monogrammed caps and T-shirts for babies, teens and ·even grant!parents. Your m9ney clreerfully refunded if you can buy the same, toys elsewhere at a lower price.
My six-year old son, Coby, J,'Ual"antees your children \viii also love his wide selection of toys.
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From 25 cents and up. A wide variety of toys for all ages including trucks, boats, trains, hand pup-
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JJFreak" smack sacked ~ 7~4~

DETROlT (lWI)-Police have
halted a. "Freak of the Week"
heroin giveaw!ly-described. by
investigators as a ploy to offset
police crackdowns and revitalize
a $100,000-a-week heroin ring
that has been a target of repeated
police raids.
Investigators -Saturday called
the giveaway an encouraging
sign that police pressure has
made the drug ring desperate for
business. Authorities said they
would cont'~·le their campaign. to
break up the ring whicb, in·
vestigators said, is run by adults
and Uses teen'agers to peddle and
deliver heroin.
The highly organized West
Side operation, known !lS Young
Boys, Inc., advertised the
giveaway of heroin sam·
pies-worth
about $12.50
each~through slips of paper
distributed to prospective
customers.
"They handed out clli"ds to
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Learn the basics with professional results.

DICTATE

Cor\)qado
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DON'T LET
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255-1llf .

ShadllW Box matJlifactures :twidc variety of Southwesi()m stylejcwclry-avnilable in fi,,ished form
or individual components. Ottr spedalty is the BIC lighter case available ill uicklc silver, gold filled
uri(I br:tss.
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for all your darkroom and photo needs
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We. als<> c11st many cmnponcnts in. sterling :Inti' wluie and yellow bronze~all at competitive prices.
.
,\. Iso sec our ..be•auh'ful "unc of Austrian crysbt I pli!ces.
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oiisfaction

HOTC
Gateway lo o gredt way of. life.

3417 central, NE
524 Coronado Center

266-1166
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Andl·ew Hauk was appointed to
the bench by Lyndon Johnson in
1966, one of 700 federal district
judges, and up to last week his
name was not exactly a
household word.
.
Then the 66·year-old Hauk had
dumped in his lap a suit asking
him to order the OPEC nations to
stop dpping off the AmRrican
public with .oil price increases, or
else.
The International Association
of Machonists sought an ill•
junction against OPEC and
H11uk agreed to decide two
matters.: whether his court had
authority to hear a Sherman
antitrust action against a foreign
nation; and whether he would
issue an injunction against
OPEC members forbidding them
from fixing prices on c111de oil.
Hauk quickly ruled that a
union could not recover damages

in an antitrust suit against the oil
carlel.
'J'he union said it .could sue
because price-fixing was an
antitrust violation under the
Foreign Sovereign Immunities
Act of 1976. But Haul' quickly
dismissed the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting countries
as a defendant since the plaintiffs'
had been unable to serve notice of
the !lction against the 13-nation
group.
The OPEC nations were not
represented in court, but Hauk
permitted the suit, seeking
unspecified damages, to continue
against the group's 13 individual
nations.·
He dismissed the suit later in
the week after ruling his court
had no jurisdiction.
The hearing lasted four days
and. from the- outset, Hauk
tr~:ated it as if he were the late
character
actor
Edgar

Ma!ters of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN
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Csnm llmJPlrr©we VtJJnUlr §c<OHI'e~
!Be IPreparre<dl ~oJr the:

October 13 ~ lSAT - ..
28 hours of instruction,

starts Tuesday, August 28, at 6:.00 pm

October 20 · GRE32 hours of instruction,

starts Wednesday, September 5, at 6:00pm

October 27 · GMAT24 hours of instruction
·starts Thursday, September 20, at 6:00pm

November 3 ·SAT-··
27 hours of instruction
starts Tuesday, October 2, at 6:00pm,

Compare what John Sexton's Courses offer:
• A fine, professional faculty{teachers & tutors)
• Updated, comprehensive mat~rials·yours to keep

• A plan of altack for .each test question type
•
•
"
•

Extensive study exerCises with full·length simulated test
Flexible schedules arranged fo meet individual needs
Low cost and guarantee for the best training available
Free counseling and application assistance

Call or Write lor further informal/on:

John Sexton's Test Preparation Center
9812 Mary Ellen Place NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87111
Calls invited 7 days a w"eek

293-7220
Out

town, call col

VIS<1
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Buchanan-whom he rese.JU· as long as 20 minutes, he
bles-playing the part of Judge possibly could start a world war.
Hauk said he had felt the ·
Roy Bean trying a case involving
a giant international cartel, effects of h1flation personally. He
Swiss bank accounts, American said his judicial black robes cost
foreign policy and gasoline more and s.o do the Brooks Bros.
shirts he favors. He said !w could
station lines,
His posture seemed to be: remember paying 33 cents· for a
gallon of gas and now it costs
"Why me, Lord?''
Hauk mused that it was an $1.03.
opportunity for him to go down
He was asked to issue an inin history as famous as another junction ag;J.inst the OPEC
federal· district judge,. John nations, he sai.d.
Sirica,
whose rulings on
What reason was there to
Watergate gave the impetus to believe they would pay the
the forced resignation of Richard slightest attention? He was not,
Nixon.
he sa~d, exactly like Moses
On the other hand, he dtawled handing down commandments on
in one ·of his many soliloquies stone tablets,
from the bench that went on for
And where, he asked, are
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Jimmy Carter, the St!lte
Department, the Congress, the
Department of Energy, the
national oil companies? If they
can't handle OPEC how do they
expect one "simple-minded."
judge to do so.·
"I don't have an army and a
navy like Carter," said B:auk.
"AU I could do would be to round
up a few .federal m<~rshals, Wh(lt
do I do? Send them over to Saudi
Arabia and tell them 'roll 'ein
back?'"
Ha uk, for all his charade of
near-buffoonery, is far from
simple-minded
or
uuknowledgeable about .the
intricacies of the wo.:ld oil
market.

at its Waukegan and Joliet, Ill., plants,
At Gary, Ind., U.S. Steel is shutting down a
blast furnace for the rest of the year. Some of the
20,000 employees will be laid off.or go on four-d~1y
weel1s.
Jones & Laughlin SteP! Corp .. '~hich· reported a
decline in ord.t>rs, closed a blast furnace and
blooming mill this. weekend at its Indiana Harbor
works in East Chicago, Ind., which will result
ultimalt,Jy in the layoff of about 1,000 nf tlw 9,000
persons t•mploved at the plant. J & J, also laid off
200 employee; in its Youngstown, Ohio,' mill and
furloughed 49 others in the Chicago area.
Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corp. said it has
avoided layoffs be.cause of a substantial backlog in
orders but added, "We are looking toward a decUne
in production in the fourth quart!lr. Thiugs will
pick up whM more new cars are sol<:!. It'll take a
while for the steel industry to shrug off the
recession, six months, a year. Perhaps longer."
N a tiona! Steel Corp., which also has .avoided
layoffs, said the ·company can see ''some softening
of orders'' in the cousurner market.
Armco Steel Co~p. said summer employees were
let go earlier than usual at its Middletown, Ohio,
works. A spokesman said more layoffs were ex·
pected but "we literally don't know how many or
how soon." This is because of the .reduction in
orders for flatroll steel, which is used by the
automobile industry, appliances and in residential
construction. - Production·. is starting
drop·
slightly.
B!lt.hlehem Steel Corp., the nation's second
largest producer, laid offl75 workers this· month at·
the Sparrows Point, Md., plant, closing a ,blast
furnace and two hearth fm;naces.
Bethlehem board chairman Lewis W. Foy said
new orders. were slowing but the backlog is "at
reason~bly high levels." He said steelshipments in .
the second half should be lower than the first, but
total shipments in 1979 should exceed 1978levels.
In Cleveland,. Republic Steel Corp. said although
its operations were running normally, the firm does
expect a downturn in tho fourth quarter.

INFORMATION ABOUT cot)•
abortion, .Rfshl _to ChoO!iC,

-*~rill~ation,

!fn
SOWTIONS.
tfrl

CONTACTS1'!'1 POI.ISHINO &
('3S!.',Y-0plical CornnanY. 265·8846.

i>A.>SPCJRT and JDENT!FICA'ftON PHOTOS. 3
for $3,7:5!1 l..QW~~~ price~ hi. !PWH!' ·Fa$t, plc;asing,
ncar. UNM. _Call-26$.~444 o_r t"ome lo !717 Olrard
Ulvd. NE.

'
tfn
POSITIONS AVAiLABL~ .FOR ·co1lcepiions·SW
~tarr. Fin!!- M!S. Htcrary•.nr- ~ditfng exl"i~fi¢.nc~
rrefc_rrc~l. 'Cal1299-4:77-3 Or 24J.~3Z7.
! fn

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, sTUDENTS!

cJO.«om black-nud.whitc proco.,.ing, printiog, Fin<·
grain or plish·llrot:essirtg Of lilm, C~H!Iact :;heelS. or
cu~wm

nroQfs; Hig_h _qua_lily ~:n-lprgemcOlf!, molm~
t!ng;·, etc. Adyi~c if us ked, .Call 265~2444 or c;qmc !O
1711 Olrard BlVd. NE,
OB/31
HOW TO ·_STI)py,_.$1,2_5. Par,ers Dt;p!, NM 1 BQ,~o:
Z51_;!6Lam;lng,Mich.4$909,
·
09/04
PHOTOGRAPHY INSTRUCTION: T"torin~ in
bnsic~ ol' black "$1. white, shooting and ~arkroorn.
U;::~rn a5 much ~s :you n~d •. llwn stop. Use your
Cilrnera ro {I~ f11l) polen(la\ •. R~nl;onn~_lc 'fcc~. A~
Photngraplwr, ~(1~·2444,
' QV~_t
WANTED! -CAR OR pick-up. MuSt be fairlY cheap.
Plcn~e caii.Stu at 255·9292_.
09/07
UNM OOOKSTORG !Sopen_ tonitetil.7:00,
08128
PRg~M~JXCAI-. PROFESSIONS CLUB: w~lt=omcs
aH <ilJtderil~. We nr_c also having -a gcner~l meeting a1
?;JOp!tl !J1 Onega. 153, Speakers will .b~ '1l
neuro~urgepu.ancl Kaplan..
08/27
(iSNTLEMAN INTJ!RasT~P IN filtn. m·usic.
dnnce:, hack]iq~king, dc~1rc:.~ .tn .~hare cxpcrh:nccs wii h
educated fem~tlc. 842·5226.
08/JI
WOMEN: ATHLETICALLY INCl_..INED women
intcre~lt'd in playing 'liOcc;cr for womiin··.~ soccer ream,
plc:Jse <:l)lli;Jct: Jill ;11 2.$6·9473: or R_:1y at 242~'7023

Production down, layoffs up
PI'fTSBURG H (UPI} -Layoffs are mounting in
the steel industry as orders from automakers,
builders and o er major steel users shrink along
with consumer spending on appliances, a UPI
survery shows.
Uncertains surrounding the gas rrisis has cut
hBavily lnio auto BaleR and et~om>mis!s rt>port
consumers, pressured by inflation and bracing for a
recession, art> curbing other purchases as well.
Higher m<lrtgage rate<: and tighter mom.'y have
slowl~i constrnction and housing.
Aut,o manufacturing and. building construction
account for roughly half of all steel orders. The
domino result of lower demand is a fall-off in
production of these items, lower steel sales and
layoffs.
While .no mass unemployment is forecast, the
Washington-based American Iron and Steel
Institute expects there will be more "selective
shutdowns" or of steel·making facilities.
The automobile industry uses.neatly a quarter of
all steel shipments. Combined domestic car and
truck production at the end of last week W<IS 2
percent behind last year's level. Despite a sales
surge in. mid-August, prompted by manufacturers'
incentive programs, sharper 'auto production
cutbacks are expected later this year. The forecast
for housing starts also is grim.
•
U.S. Steel Corp., the nation's largest
steelmaker, laid o{f some 5,000 employees this
· summer out of a. total work -force of -165;000
because of the economic slump.
It expects up to 15 ,'000 layoffs by the middle. of
1980,
"Orders have declined," a U.S. Steel spokesman
said.- "The recession has affected the industry.
Indications are there will be further increases in
unemployment and production cutbacks because of
declining auto production,''
Layoffs at U.S. Steel included 400 employees at
'the Fairfield works in Birmingham, Ala., Where the
company will close its plate mill in an economy
move Sept. 8. Another l.,HiO workers will be laid
off this fall when the company suspends operation"!.

PERSONALS

1.

lI

tC'-·!;!nin&!i).

OR/31

!

Bond

.

Q9/07

WAN:Tiilh .l.?NO DISTANCE RUNNERS • To
pnt!!~IP<~(c 111 d!t!l s1udy !50,00 per 16 milt:: mn. Ml!s'!
Oellb!ll .lo cul_breakfa$\ u)- UNf\1_uo9 n!n on SaturdaY
monHngs, Tnal run will Q~ hi::l~ -S~pt. 1. Call 277¥

.4!}~6 (J.c~n Nichol~).

OR/~ 1

drlv~ •.2fi$·9J 15.

HO.STE~SES NEED_EP _fOR, 1!-lnc:h <~.nQ cv~nfng
sh]f{s-. Close to UNM. Family ll.lhJ_Q.~pherc_, AppJy in_

~ASY FRENCH-:R~A-DER. $3.00,..S~;c.l~csliC _Marron

WAITRESS _NEED~D 1 21 or Oyer. Apply at Ned'~,

linliiOS m<HO)Ilg~.

fOUND: SlLYER BRACELET, .l>ct·of'k.CY!i, Chinese
textbook, 131olog;.o l~ab l'!!chni<'!u« .J~escarch
notebook, wool Sc&rf, bo·qkb.ag lined uo(ebo~k
'ldcutlry and clalm in tliology matn'orrh:e.
tf1;

SERVICES
::..:::.=·:._·- - - - -

_ _ _ _..:,_;_:_·

KJNKO'S_TYPI_NG S_ERVIC~ (IBM Selectric) an·d

now 3 mH1U1c _P;~s.~port Phmos. NQ appo·immcni.
26S·fl!i15. We· do keys,
tf/n
Q~- ~YPINO- SERVICE, .A ~:Omp!c\c -tYPii,g _+~lld
~;"dJlorml !IYJilcm. Tectmtcnl. general. le~al me<,li_ca·l
.,;cholaMi~. Chartli&tables.J45-2125..' · ' 12111
GUI'TAR. 'LESSONS: A_L;L .~tylcs-, M?rC's: ·Qui tar
Studio. 265-33.15.
tr/n
FAMO~S QUIVIKA B00KSHO,P and ph!)lography
galkrY 1.~ lol'atcd lJJ block from Jalm~on Gym at ·J .11
Corn~ll. Hotlrs ll-6 Mort-_Fri, Snccinl order s_ervit:c.
08/Q2
TYPIST· TERM PAP.~RSr Thcsi.~, Resumes. 299S970.
08/29

OJ..P-T!ME AMfi~K'AN, Irish, ba_njo, fiddle,

mandolln.li:s~tm/i. YJ!~ol Zan. 2M·D262.
08!.;31
EL!'S DARBI3RSHOP-·J.40&lh Ccnlnti·SE.. Ne>.:t to
Arb}" 1S·-·Rcgu[ar bm'.bcr ·servke· and hninstyling. 265-

5.

VOLKSWAGEN

~rafts,

BOD¥ PARTS-engi_ne. ·hoods-,

!{ear fender!i, bol~ qn 'l)'pc. Call. 266~64.7S evenings.

1rn

LIVE. ·J;NTERTAINME!fi/T, 20· ~~ns~1iooal sand·
wl.chc!l, h11rri£os ~(Albuquerque'S ·biggest ~nd ·bcsl),
~al;~d~, fresh fruu, T~e Morn[ng Qlory of cour~e,
.._933 ~.ontc Vi.~tq NE, 26~·7040.-

081,11,

!liAR llRRSilAL;JP.AWUS..
T()' THIE PHAN1'0M JOF UOYI.E··
h;tvcyc,ut,:~~:k,

0$/27
II'~ _g.ood 10

HOUSING

4.

--~-_:__:__:__::._~---

THt~ C'i"rADE.I.~·SUPERR locn1ion ncilr UNM &

NE,.:Z43•24.94,

t(n

Fqr-intervjew·caU.293_.740Q.

.cqufl_>lllCilJ, 84Z·OS79,

7.

09!07

TRAVEL

NgEP A _PASSENGER to help wilh 1ravet e.>:penses?
·Adl!crtisc.in lh!= DAILY ~.• oao clns!lifi.c:d sectio11 tfn

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WA.NTED; .MA~E DIADEiiCS ~ ages . .il.--40:
N~Pecl for lll~ulilt PU!llp siudics. on Wednesdays,
Mum be normal body w~iglu, Fns!llin d!;ji~odcn! .and
?11 ·no o~hcr m~dicariOil, $100 fQr ~;ach IH'\Idy. Por
1nformnJ1on rnll Jean Nichols In Dr. SchuPc'!> ofli\:"c
277-4656.
. 08/.3

i

~~NTI~p·; J...ON<i DISTANCE runners to· pnr·
L1o;;1patc 1!1 di¢1. study. Need 10 run J6 111ih:~ on
SIUQrday mornings-, $~0. per run. TrJn_l run Saturday.
S.entember l, 1979. For informalic;itl call J~an Nichol~
nt277-4656.
OS!li

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

· ·08/)1
WARDS GIRL'S ·s~SP-EEp bit:ycl!! used .• Asking

om 1

s1o.oo. 268·4'''·

ANGEL FIRE · TAOS AREA. NeW, -luxurious 2·
~~~·el, 3 ·bdrnl', mo\lntaiJI cabin on 3 ~t_cres. ~ner~y
Si1~1ng, y~nr·round home. M.1n)' cxt,ras. 897-_0J:Z.l or
wnlc LJ;llll'i J, Bernauer, P.O. Bo): 10359,87184.
08/:\1
08/)i

OUJTAR: PIMENTE~CONCERT$450.00.
J·PIECE LEATHERETTE DEN- ~c~ • {~lee 1,cr
\:0111.'1,, ~h:tir, swivel fod:er}299?378_9,

oan:l·

EMPLOYMENT

265-93 IS.

08/27·

di5tribuling adverih;i!1g- materials, N'G selling. Choo.se
Y9Ur hoi1rs, .4-25 weeki)'. P;ty .Is baJied Upo_n the
amo\mt· of -matcri'als dlstrib!ltcd, .our a\•c;r:age rep.
earm; $4,65 I tJour~ Am~r'Jc:an Pa$Silgc:, 708. W~rreil
A lie, N•. Seattle, WA 98109, (206) 282-81'11.
08_/Z7

¢dillon, 8,98~'32l9.

6.

08/31_

WA.NTBp: ELECTgQNICS REPAIJ\ pcr.~on. Pan
Pr ftfll l!illl!, M!JSI IHJV~ !ransport111ion nnd some

08/.'!_1

GROUP HOME'MANAGER., sin.s,lepcrSoJl, roalear
f·~mi!lc. wa111cd -a'" a li\·e-in .s·uper,.isor for mentally

4616.

ROIXERSKATI>S - SALliS - SERVICE nt
Skatcboard City. !06 Maroing__~idc: N_E. '{50.5) 2.55.
09/07
o.ur:rAR .J-.USSONS: Beginning 1 lniermcdinle-.
UNM gradunt~gultar-m:~jor. 242~8930.- 08131

-tJ~fl.

OB/27

PI)LL WORK 1 HldH PAY! ,i->ai"l-time, on ~;am pus_

LOTS OF CLASS-. No!" ml1ch ~as: New VESPA
Sc;ooJ~r. Full warra_nlee, SO(;"c. Beautiful designer

F.EMAI,l! ROOMMATF WANTED ·m ">hare 2bl.lr•.2
bad) umhilc home 8 fil.i!c~ from UNM. $123 J>cr

I:JVJNG ~ouiitt b.); MWCOnicr:
mm-~moklns cdUt:'i!IOr·, Gnry. ~1cnai!4!26S·H-777, 294·

08127

IA~Q ~i3rli!ilcNI!.

NORTi·IEAST.YMCA- HtRII~O inS:trLJciPfs to.t~nch
dam.:e, culinary ·ar!s, phy,~i~<JI .fil!l-e~~ ·_tt_nd _an!! &

FORSALE

\IIIPMENT 01: LEVI'S jc:fns a.trh~d. $8.99 while
lhc)' -J4lq. C:1lifowia Pa~hlon 0\ltlct, 2324 C('nltntSE,
twncr(lf('(uflell.
O!:iltlJ

O!:f/31

P!.l·-Af.)ANT--H0~·1E

0874,

Miq•s,

4~00.Central s~.

trip

2__•_ _LOST
& Fou· ND
_. _. .;,·_··;.:····;.:·.:,·;_:··:....::.:_·.:.=··:..___

J.

rer.~on.Mamn

downjp\\'.11 • Oo.Jd bu~ ~Cn'icc e,·ery JO minU(i!'o~ l
bc(lmom ~r-cffh:icn~C_Y· $1~5·5240. All utilifil!.~ paid,
l)cht'C lqt~hCil Willi ~~~Jiwa~her & -dispO'i3],
rcr.:r~ation. worn, l>wimming .l'f'Ol, TV rdom ,&
lmUidry. Adult comrlc.\;, t1CI' pel~. )520 Unil.·cf~ity

"Uirtl\(l.ng." .106 QlrnnJ SE, 2ti8·7204,

08/27

.I~UR,NI\LISM ·:2~1 STUD.ENTS~~ Rcporilrtg; f()r 1he
l'rm! M~dla, ffr!it .(red) editipn, $2.7$. See Le~lie
M~rrQn H~IJ lOS .morni.ng.<;.
lf/n

08127
i·RI·(: J·H ..\1 PIWORAM U\ti.ilable about --rumi~y
,<,o,:ml nudhtll 10 !>hlh~. ~:lm~c~. organi 1ations In
'\lhuqtll'T(jUenrc~i.l.m::al·fl.Ud[~l meltlbt:f'i'Witl rurni~h
htcrutmc~ .ano;.\locr q!lc~tion-.. C:1ll Mr./ Mrs. Ted
{inn.lnn8fl?._l(i 4 J.-8(i1.1J 9 to.
08:l3l

ad m1 J1<l1!C I'S for more details.
08127
L1SED nom.:s and rc.cords.. Ono~ quulity 1 gretu:
'd"t:tinn of Oc1\on, .non·fictfnll. Also ·children's.

•

08/jJ

ACROSS
l Small. drinks
5 Church part
9 European
14- oode
15 Asian nation
16 Danger
17 Spilt
18 Speed up
20 Against
21 Portuguese
coin

38 Auto
39 "Many

Now a·student life policy
a father can afford!"
Insurance: $10,000
Premium: $30 a year

are

called--

--··
42 Prevent

Evergreen

44 Slaster's

Item

45 Hindu gar·

ment

UNITED Feature Syndicate

46 Calendar

abbr,
47 Dock
49 Evlta or J u<:~n
51 Strikes

Monday's Puzzle Solved:

54 Case
58 "Hooey!"

60 Descended
61 Fidel's
. brother:
zworos
63 Ball club
64 Assign

22 24 hours;
65 Hall; Prefix
2 words
- 66 6ewilder23 Spirit
67 Men and
25 .Bow
boys
27Chow29 Small boy , §~ Qr i\n ?ge
30 New MeXi· 69 Easy job
c<~n town
DOWN
34 Gynt's
1 Girl's name
mother
2 Peace god·
36 Gemstone
dess

43

to·

Homeward

842·831)(), .

rciarc!ed i!Ou/t~, Salary, plus fQOIT! <~'ncl ·99;:~rd, C~O
Al\mquerque A.R.C. 2$S-5~1,6.
0~1.)1
I)Airf·'fiMU CASHIER POSITIONS Op!,!natlunch,
dinner n11d weck\'!1id~. Some experknc~; r)ccessary.
A(!pl_y rn person bc!wec:n 2·6pm, Fro,ll.i!!r RestaUrAnt,
:l400CenjrniSE.
OS/3J
13A~YS1TEJl.·· WARM, I.OVINO per~o.il fO w·arcli
child ~ge -2 in rny hmn~: Mond;~y- ;:~fJernoQn.~. Mu~i

PART-..TIME JO.B graduate ·students ori[y. Arternoone; and ~vcning...-, Must benble-IQ work FtTdayand
S;uurtJay n1ghts. Must be 21 years old, .Apply in
["lt:r~.on, no pholle calls plc~sc. Snveway Liquor Stores
Oll5704 Lmnns- NE. !i!il6 MemlldNC.
09!2R
NEED!![): ENTHlJSJASTIC:, Dlil'ENIJAB!.• E.
ahm_. ncut .-llf1p¢nriOg people_ ror shift _work. Job
cm;uls. ~oune.>y driving~ servlcillg.; cH:aniitg c_.Urs_ s·cc
Ra)' T1.1rncr, Budp._~;t Retl(•a·Cnr, 2201 Y:tlc SE. 's4l~
mo.
08127
~~ABYSIT IN OUR home Monday, TUesday;
I hur:dny aflcrnuon:-., 3 block'i co UNM. _fee
ncget!mhle-. 2S(,.0209a(u~r4J30p:.rn,
.08/~0
THEATRI! WORK, PART..TJME, evcnlrigs -or
wcck~nd'i", good· working condhiom, no cxpt'ric.ncl:'
m:cc~~nry,_wilLtldin. ~93·1944 nncr7:30p,m,
tftl
UABYSI'r TWO YEAR OtD. My home or yours. T~
Th ancmoonh Prefer mother -with ~altlc .agl! child.

,\1/iRAN't'HA! A C6LEBRA"riON ·th~t YO\l <:;m't
Hfrnrd IU mi~<il It'~ Dll-happenhl~ 1hl~ Fridaynitc, See

.,I

wg}C:~M~ PACK! foo_;.;y Rc:n\!ciJQilS l-hiir Ocsig 11
spccmhZlll&l!l bmjy wav~.~, P!."f!lJS, prcl!i~ion hairctH:>
unci re:a(hcrin,B. A\:r_oss frQnl l.fNM • .2000 Centrnl SG·,

3lambtc ~
4 Irony: ..

5 Winglike
6 Strode
7 Columnist:

12 Vishnu·s
wife
13, Loom pari
19 Flashy
24 Where

Lhasa is
26 Bundled
28 Recent
.. 30.As wen
31 Sydney na·
tlve
32 Unfold

• 2 words
33 Drove
8 Compass pt. 34 Arab robes
9 Consumed
35 Fiji city
1Q Had re<~lily
37 Snake
11 Enoch's son 38- Evert

40 After Thurs,

41

Headge<~r

46 Lab liquids

48 African an·

!elopes

49 Early scots

50 Girl's name
52 Singer Ezio
53 Soak
54 6iblical land
55 Song refrain
56 cut amply
57 Agave
59 Work hard
62 Pronoun

C?ll~ge.i~ costly enough wilhoU! high insurance premiums ..• yet students should be insured. Life
of VJrg~ntAnow offers a way to give students ten thousand dollar coverage for only. thirty dollars a
year, '~trh n~ medicnl ex~m!nat!on. Full·time co.ll~ge sttidents u~ to age
a11d high school seniors
:v110 Will ~e m col}ege wttlnn stx mo!lths are .eh~1ble. And .the msured may convert to permanent
it!SUra1~ce at any ume the ~t\Jdent Life Pla~_ts 111 foor~e0 without evidence of insurability, For in·
format1on on the Student L1fe Plan, call a Life of VIrgima representative today.

2S

.

LIFE~OF
VIRGINIA,

Albuq!icrque Agency
8100 Mountain Hd. NE
Albttquerque N.M. 87110
(505) 266-8764
Gaylord Lopez Representative (Class '77)
Roy L. Costley, Manager

Ne""

NATIONAL H£ApDUAF(HRS:_RICHMONIJ

M~xi·ca

Daily Lobo

J>leaile plllee the foUoWing classified advertiielnent in the New Mesito DailtJ·
. .. , wader, the h~ding

General Meeting

Loba ... ·· . tiines(s) bfgioning . . .
(dn:le one): 1. Penonab;
2, Lo$t &: Fotmd;

for

S. For ~ak:

6. Employment;

7. Travel

3. Services;

... HoUsing;

8. Miseellaneous.

Spurs

Want Ads say:ir----·
. in a Big Waylt

·---

ept. 4th · 7:30P
Plans for
regional conference
will be discussed
All members are
urged to aitend

Hou..s: 8:30 A.M. tiJ +:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

'A

Marron Hall, 'Room 105
Mail To

Talre ·sflM'k in Amarlea.

Buy U.S. Savin~s Bonds.
E:nclosed $.~·-~~ Placed by ~-~--=·· Telephon'"-'~---~~~

lJNM Box 20, UtijVc;iiity'.IJf·N~w .M;ll:fCjl)
Albuqu~rque. New Mexico 87131 .

----i

I
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Special!!
Frontier burger
Lean qFiavor Kissed" all beef patty,
hickorysmoke sauce, cheddar cheese,
thousand island &onions on

a delicately toasted sesame seed bun.
Salad w/cboice of dressing & Crisp French Fries

~--,---

